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Post-truthism is widely viewed as a political problem. This Article explores post-truthism as a constitutional law problem, and argues that, because post-truthism offers a normative framework for regulating information, we should take it seriously as a basis for law.

In its exploration of the influence of post-truth ideas on law, the Article focuses on the compelled speech doctrine. When the State mandates disclosure, it pits the interests of unwilling speakers against the interests of listeners. In the twenty-first century, speakers who are targeted by mandatory disclosure laws are often organizational actors with informational advantages, such as corporations. Listeners who stand to benefit from information-forcing laws are mainly information end users such as consumers, investors, and citizens. Often, compelled speech law sets the ground rules for the political conflict between these Information Haves and Information Have-Nots, where it becomes fertile ground for post-truth ideas.

The Article argues that post-truth ideas are particularly potent in courts’ application of the Zauderer doctrine, which governs a subset of disclosure laws. In a common interpretation—one endorsed by the Supreme Court last term in NIFLA v. Becerra—Zauderer provides lax scrutiny to laws that mandate disclosure of “purely factual and uncontroversial” information. As a result, many courts deciding a challenge to a disclosure law evaluate the “controversiality” of the information subject to disclosure. In this approach, “controversial” information—a broad category including information related to a public controversy or debate—enjoys greater protection from information-forcing law than uncontroversial information does. The Article argues that a legal framework that calibrates disclosure law to the controversiality of the underlying information is paradigmatically post-truth. It contends that, ultimately, by increasing protection of “controversial” information from disclosure, the Zauderer doctrine contributes to a post-truth information economy, in which the citizenry’s ability to engage in truth-seeking, self-fulfillment, and self-government is constrained by its lack of legal authority to reduce information asymmetries or to wrest information from Information Haves.
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INTRODUCTION

In February 2018, a teenager killed seventeen people with an AR-15 rifle at a Parkland, Florida high school, prompting calls for gun reform. Soon afterward, an aide to a Florida legislator publicly claimed, falsely, that two teen survivors who appeared on CNN were not survivors of a real shooting but actors making it up. The son of the President of the United States “liked” tweets making similar allegations, and conspiracy theorists spread claims across the internet that the shooting was a “false flag” operation intended to undermine gun rights. A video detailing the made-up conspiracy reached number one on YouTube’s trending page before the company pulled it down; “political propaganda bots and Russia-linked Twitter accounts” swarmed social media to foment discord about the shooting and the Second


Amendment. The refrain for this story is a familiar one: welcome to Post-Truth America.

In the popular imagination, "post-truthism" is a political problem—it connotes lying and deception for political gain. Climate change denialism is post-truth because it contravenes the consensus views of climate scientists and advances the Big Oil agenda. "Fake news" is post-truth because it seeds public debate with false news stories to stoke fear and anger. In post-truth politics, politicians tell us things that "feel true" but have no basis in fact to score political points. The dangers of post-truthism are political dangers—growing partisanship, a resurgence of extremist ideologies, and the shadow of fascism.

What if post-truthism also poses dangers for constitutional law?

This Article argues that post-truthism offers a normative framework for regulating information: a system of information values that ascribes low value to facts and fact-based reasoning. It shows that this normative version of post-truthism is already influencing First Amendment law. Post-truth threads, it argues, are brightly visible in compelled speech law.

---


5. See, e.g., Rebecca Newberger Goldstein, Truth Isn't the Problem—We Are, WALL ST. J. (Mar. 15, 2018, 10:36 AM), https://www.wsj.com/articles/truth-isnt-the-problemwe-are-1521124562 [https://perma.cc/6JPP-DVEX] (defining post-truthism as the idea "that there is something radically screwy going on in one specific domain, namely politics").


7. A number of commentators have pointed out that post-truthism subverts "our capacity to reach any sort of middle ground or consensus"—a key function of political discourse and one that is necessary for the project of self-government. Goldstein, supra note 5.

Why do we find such evidence in compelled speech law? Because of the political stakes. Compelled speech presents to courts a unique political problem. When government restricts speech, the interests of speakers and listeners are roughly aligned; both speakers and listeners seek the production of speech. When government mandates disclosure, however, it is because listeners seek information that speakers do not want to produce.\(^9\)

In compelled speech disputes in the United States, listener and speaker interest groups increasingly are defined by their roles in market exchanges. On the listener side, we mostly find individual information end users, such as consumers, retail investors, citizens, and workers. On the speaker side, we mostly find large organizations, often commercial actors. Thus, many compelled speech challenges involve a political contest between weak information end users and moneyed—and informationally advantaged—companies.\(^10\) In this setting, it is no great surprise to find that post-truth disclosure cases both convey normative ideas about the sorts of information that listeners should and should not use to make decisions and decide, as a constitutional matter, what sorts of information listeners can have access to.

Compelled speech law exhibits post-truthism in at least two senses. First, some compelled speech subdoctrines are regulating information flows with a keen eye to the effects of a disclosure on its recipients' reasoning. To do this, they sew analytical connections between speaker interests and post-truth concerns about how people are likely to—and should—use information. This Article focuses on the widespread use by federal courts of "controversiality" tests to evaluate disclosure mandates under Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel of the Supreme Court of Ohio\(^11\)—an approach recently endorsed by a 5-4 majority of the Supreme Court in National Institute of Family and Life Advocates (NIFLA) v. Becerra.\(^12\) By unpacking the Zauderer doctrine, the Article shows how post-truth values are shaping the margins of First Amendment law.

---

\(^9\) See Helen Norton, Secrets, Lies, and Disclosure, 27 J.L. & Pol. 641, 648 (2012) (urging attention in First Amendment cases to "whether the speakers' reason for resisting mandatory disclosure "undermines listener autonomy").

\(^10\) Accord Julie E. Cohen, The Zombie First Amendment, 56 WM. & MARY L. Rev. 1119, 1120 (2015) (approving and expanding upon the view that the contemporary First Amendment "shelters power's ability to make and propagate its own truth"). For a discussion of the tensions that exist between speakers' rights and listeners' rights in speech disputes, see Leslie Kendrick, Are Speech Rights for Speakers?, 103 VA. L. Rev. 1767 (2017).


\(^12\) 138 S. Ct. 2361, 2372 (2018).
Compelled speech law also works, in conjunction with market forces, to create a post-truth information economy. In a post-truth information economy, it is difficult and costly, and sometimes impossible, for information end users to learn information that sheds light on matters of private or public concern. In the absence of such information, end users must still make decisions—perhaps involving a contested medical service, consumer product, or investment—but they are forced to do so under conditions of ignorance that result when market forces and constitutional law provide overlapping speaker prerogatives. In such circumstances, over time, citizens become conditioned to modes of decision-making that favor easy, emotional heuristics, groupthink, and deference to authority.

This Article seeks to broaden the discussion around compelled speech law to include a critical perspective on post-truthism. It is not meant to suggest that post-truthism has somehow “taken over” the First Amendment. In fact, the case law applying the Zauderer doctrine reveals lower federal courts often resisting post-truth arguments and value judgments because they so plainly contradict free speech and rational-actor principles.\(^{13}\) The Article seeks to persuade the reader that a more nuanced understanding of post-truthism and a little political context shed important light on what is happening in this dynamic area of First Amendment law.

Although my post-truth frame is new, this Article is part of a small but growing literature that describes how law has evolved in ways that undermine evidence-based decision-making. Jane Bambauer, for example, has argued that laws like the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA) make it more difficult for journalists and academics to gather and analyze private-actor data.\(^{14}\) Her proposed solution is a “modest commitment to Empirical Liberty” under the First Amendment, which could serve as a basis for an affirmative right to access information.\(^{15}\) Sonia Katyal has

\(^{13}\) In one recent example, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals reheard en banc an appeal concerning warning labels for sugar-sweetened beverages. Am. Beverage Ass’n v. City & Cty. of S.F. (ABA 2019), 916 F.3d 749 (9th Cir. 2019). In its opinion, the Ninth Circuit clarified that a court can reach the “purely factual and uncontroversial” standard last in its analysis under Zauderer, an approach that eases the doctrinal pressure on controversiality determinations in that circuit. \(\text{id.}\) at 757, 759–60 (declining to decide “whether the warning here is factually accurate and noncontroversial”); see infra Section III.B.

\(^{14}\) “For example,” Bambauer writes, the CFAA has been interpreted by several federal courts to apply serious civil and criminal penalties to anybody who accesses a website for a purpose that violates the website’s terms of service, even when the website is available to the public . . . . The criminal provisions are not limited to instances of unauthorized access that cause risk of harm. And both the criminal and civil provisions of the CFAA expose violators to much more liability than an ordinary contract claim would. Jane R. Bambauer, The Empirical First Amendment, 78 Ohio St. L.J. 947, 957–58 (2017). Because many websites have terms of service that prohibit “scraping information and the use of fake identities to make online accounts,” she explains, the CFAA presents a risk of serious legal consequences to researchers “who would like to test online services for evidence of racial bias or who would like to scrape publicly displayed information in order to put it in a more usable form for sociological research.” \(\text{id.}\) at 958.

\(^{15}\) \(\text{id.}\) at 959. Bambauer argues that empirical liberty should function to limit laws that
critically examined how courts “deny defendants access to the source code for software that produces the evidence used to convict them,” and has proposed solutions that increase opportunities for whistleblowing and information-forcing.16 This growing literature focuses attention on the decision-making effects of law, particularly where information asymmetries serve the powerful at the expense of the powerless.

Part I unpacks post-truthism as a basis for regulating information. Because post-truthism assigns value to some kinds of information but not to others, it argues, information regulation can easily promote post-truth ideals. A defining feature of post-truthism is its rejection of fact-based reasoning as a means to advance the interests of powerful actors. This leaves the powerful actors in a position to exploit their existing informational advantages for political or economic gain.

Part II argues that a growing proportion of compelled speech cases are political, and that this explains why post-truth ideas have begun cropping up in compelled speech case law. It explores the political stakes in compelled speech disputes, which are framed by a growing conflict between Information Haves and Information Have-Nots.

Part III is a deep dive into legal doctrine. It describes a main mechanism through which compelled speech doctrine is evolving to produce post-truth information regulation: tests that lower the bar for disclosure of “uncontroversial” facts and raise it for disclosure of “controversial” facts. In essence, some courts have interpreted Zauderer to mean that mandates of “purely factual and uncontroversial” commercial disclosures can receive less searching First Amendment scrutiny than disclosures that do not satisfy this standard.17 Lower courts, citing Zauderer, have fashioned de facto controversiality tests that calibrate First Amendment scrutiny based on whether the underlying information relates to a public controversy.18

Part IV criticizes this approach to Zauderer and argues that post-truth doctrines subvert core First Amendment values. For example, it shows how sliding scale protection for “controversial” and “uncontroversial” disclosures is at odds with the “marketplace of ideas” metaphor, and with time-honored American ideals about decision-making at the individual level. It also explains that while there are valid reasons to worry about government-mandated disclosure of “controversial” information, the Zauderer framework discounts those reasons.

Part V shows that Zauderer’s focus on regulating the flow of “controversial” information has migrated outside the commercial speech category. Other courts,
reviewing other sorts of disclosure mandates, such as crisis pregnancy clinic disclosures, have considered controversiality *qua* controversiality important to their First Amendment analysis. Although these cases are outliers, they reveal the potential for post-truth ideas to spread beyond commercial speech and to influence information-forcing law broadly.

Before the Article concludes, Part VI provides a snapshot of where the post-truth path may take us next. At the "less restrictive means" step of First Amendment analysis, some courts have interpreted narrow tailoring to require the government—rather than an organizational speaker, like a private company—to communicate controversial disclosures to the public. That is, these courts take the view that a disclosure law may fail "less restrictive means" analysis unless the law makes the State the channel of controversial information to the citizenry. This final doctrinal move is startling and wrongheaded; government filtering of information is itself a problem cognizable by the First Amendment. The government-filtering preference underscores why a post-truth lens sheds important light on even small doctrinal maneuvers that, increasingly, determine whether and how citizens will have access to information.

I. WHAT IS POST-TRUTHISM?

Because post-truthism is mainly understood as a political problem, it is not obvious how post-truth ideas are relevant to First Amendment law. Essentially, post-truthism teaches that people should not use evidence-based reasoning to make decisions, but should rely instead on emotion, intuition, and belief. This preference for feelings over facts provides a basis for regulating information, one that weighs speech burdens and interests according to post-truth values.

A. Defining the Problem of Post-Truthism

Between 2016 and 2018, "post-truth" became a critical entry in our political lexicon. Oxford Dictionaries named it the word of the year for 2016, underscoring its new popularity and, in an accompanying essay, going far to define its meaning. According to Oxford Dictionaries, post-truth describes "circumstances in which objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion.


20. The label "post-factual" may be more accurate than "post-truth." Often, the two terms are used interchangeably. See, e.g., Farhad Manjoo, TRUE ENOUGH: LEARNING TO LIVE IN A POST-FACT SOCIETY (2006); Elizabeth S. Goodstein, Money, Relativism, and the Post-Truth Political Imaginary, 50 PHIL & RHETORIC 483, 485 (2017). For rhetorical purposes, I have retained the more common term, "post-truth."

and personal belief."22 This definition, which treats post-truthism as exclusively descriptive and as chiefly concerned with public opinion (i.e., politics) is incomplete.

In popular culture, commentators use "post-truth" to describe situations in which lies are intentionally spread for political gain, suggesting that post-truthism is a political strategy.23 Often, the "post-truth" label is applied to politicians: U.S. President Donald Trump comes to mind, but the term was used in 2004 to describe then-President George W. Bush's efforts to build support for the Iraq War.24 "Truthfulness has never been counted among the political virtues," Hannah Arendt wrote in 1967.25

Corporations can also employ post-truth politics. Oil companies engage in post-truth tactics when they underwrite dubious research and spread false claims that deny climate change; the label fits because the companies are politically motivated to forestall regulation.26 Pundits and bloggers who promote conspiracy theories about school shootings, such as the 2012 Sandy Hook massacre and the more recent Parkland, Florida shooting, also are often described as fomenting post-truth politics.27 While these pundits may not personally profit from spreading false claims

22. Id.
25. Hannah Arendt, Truth and Politics, NEW YORKER, Feb. 25, 1967, at 70. Arendt, the premiere philosopher of totalitarianism, observed that lies "are often used as substitutes for more violent means," and thus "are apt to be considered relatively harmless tools in the arsenal of political action." Id. at 49. More recently, John Corver explained that "'[p]ost-truth' is a self-consciously grand term of epochal shift (trading heavily on assumptions about an 'era of truth' we apparently once enjoyed)." John Corver, Fake News, Post-Truth and Media-Political Change, 39 MEDIA, CULTURE & SOCIETY 1100, 1100 (2017).
27. See, e.g., Dennis Behreandt, Propaganda: Fight for the Minds of Children, NEW AM. (May 25, 2018), https://www.thenewamerican.com/print-magazine/item/29132-propaganda-fight-for-the-minds-of-children [https://perma.cc/U2FF-9472] (the "best example" of the "'post-truth' era" emerged in the wake of the Parkland shooting, when "kids themselves became not just the symbolic content of the propaganda, but simultaneously were offered up as their very own propagandists, in a sort of 'propaganda selfie'".).
(although some certainly do profit), they are politically motivated—they seek to undermine gun control efforts with which they disagree.

Importantly, however, many writers claim that “post-truth” signifies something more than garden-variety political lies. “Politicians have lied for centuries,” one commentator observed before the 2016 election.28 “What’s new is the rapid-fire, constant nature of the lies, paired with the fact that they’re so easily debunked. Traditionally, politicians have at least tried to hide their dishonesty, due to the assumption that voters would care.” What is different, these commentators claim, is that truth matters less than it used to. Somehow, the truth has become “of secondary importance.”

In 2016, in an oft-cited CNN interview, Newt Gingrich, a politician, and Alisyn Camerota, a journalist, went back and forth about Gingrich’s false claim that violent crime was rising in America.31 Camerota observed that Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) crime statistics showed violent crime was at a historic low. In response, Gingrich asserted: “what I said is equally true. People feel it.”32 Camerota replied, “They feel it, yes, but the facts don’t support it.” As a political candidate,”

---


29. Id.; see also Goldstein, supra note 5 (noting that the “prevalence” of post-truth acts “does seem like a genuinely new phenomenon”).


31. Was Donald Trump’s Speech Too Dark?; Newt Gingrich Clarifies Comments on Sharia Law; Clinton to Announce Running Mate Soon; Democratic National Convention Begins on Monday; Late-Night Comics Take Jabs at RNC. Aired 8:30-9a ET, CNN (July 22, 2016, 8:30 AM), http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/1607/22/nday.06.html [https://perma.cc/J3M5-5YDJ].

32. Id.

33. Id.
Gingrich said, "I'll go with how people feel and I'll let you go with the theorists [sic]."

The exchange revealed something critical: most people view truth as essential, today as in the past. However, some people "find" truth through the use of post-truth reasoning: they discount empirical data and rely instead upon emotional inputs, personal belief, deference to authority, and trust—even to determine truths that are empirically testable, like whether violent crime is going up or down. When these individuals are told by a trusted political leader that violent crime is rising, and this idea connects with the individuals' gut feelings and fears, they may conclude that violent crime is rising across the United States, even though it is not.

In one theory, post-truthism is the natural consequence of cognitive biases that we are only now beginning to understand. According to this behavioral approach, changes in technology and the information economy have made it particularly easy for cognitive biases to influence belief formation and decision-making. Cognitive theories of post-truthism are descriptive and treat individuals as victims of post-truthism rather than agents of it. A common argument is that post-truthism reflects confirmation bias, in which "truth is accepted based on whether the opinion presented aligns with what the [audience] already believes." Another, demonstrated by the work of psychologist Colleen Seifert and others, posits that post-truthism

34. Id. Ironically, Gingrich was not a candidate for public office when he made this statement.
35. For additional insight on the exchange between Camerota and Gingrich, see Lee McIntyre, Post-Truth 2-4 (2018).
36. For example, in 2016, the Nobel laureate Daniel Kahneman attributed the Brexit movement to "emotional" arguments based on "irritation and anger." Ambrose Evans-Pritchard, AEP: 'Irritation and Anger' May Lead to Brexit, Says Influential Psychologist, TELEGRAPH (June 6, 2016, 8:31 AM), https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/06/05/british-voters-succumbing-to-impulse-irritation-and-anger-and/
exploits repetition bias, in which people come to believe information simply because they have heard it repeated several times.39

Importantly, by treating post-truthism as an accident of faulty cognition, the behavioral approach fails to consider it as a value system. If the behavioralists are right, post-truthism probably cannot be addressed through law; we cannot, for example, criminalize false political speech. Instead, the cognitive approach suggests, the individual decision maker must self-police; and, indeed, a group of psychologists has proposed cognitive “interventions” in the form of a pledge that one must adopt on an individual basis.40 Because the behavioral approach views individuals as organically vulnerable to certain types of manipulation, it presents post-truthism as more or less inevitable—an inescapable consequence of technological innovations, such as the internet and social media, that are making possible new methods of manipulation.41

In a different theory, post-truthism describes a “tribal epistemology” in which one’s use of information to make decisions is heavily shaped by subjective factors that connect one to a “tribe.”42 Journalist David Roberts describes this as a system in which “[i]nformation is evaluated based not on conformity to common standards of evidence or correspondence to a common understanding of the world, but on whether it supports the tribe’s values and goals and is vouchsafed by tribal leaders.”43 This sort of tribalism actually encourages members to embrace false claims, because “a pledge of political allegiance achieves greater authenticity if it flies in the face of


41. Some commentators have suggested that poor information literacy compounds post-truthism. According to Daniel J. Levitin, “[I]n the old days, factual books and news articles simply looked authentic, compared to a screed that some nut might have printed in their basement on a home printing press. The Internet has changed that, of course. A crank website can look as authentic as an authoritative, fact-checked one.” DANIEL J. LEVITIN, WEAPONIZED LIES: HOW TO THINK CRITICALLY IN THE POST-TRUTH ERA, at xix (2016).

42. David Roberts, Donald Trump and the Rise of Tribal Epistemology, VOX (May 19, 2017, 9:58 AM), https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/3/22/14762030/Donald-trump-tribal-epistemology [https://perma.cc/2V2Y-D3M9]; see also EVAN DAVIS, POST-TRUTH: WHY WE HAVE REACHED PEAK BULLSHIT AND WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT IT, at xx (2017) (“A certain number of people seem to hold views not because they think the evidence supports them, but because they feel that professing a belief in them can serve as an expression of group allegiance and loyalty.”); Goldstein, supra note 5 (ascribing post-truthism to political “tribalism”).

43. Roberts, supra note 42.
counter-evidence.”\textsuperscript{44} The greater the lie, the greater the loyalty you demonstrate by adopting the lie. In the “tribal” view, political polarization is both a cause and an effect of post-truthism, and the result is a sort of downward spiral away from empirically testable truth. In the tribalism approach, as in the behavioral approach, it is difficult to see much of a role for law in either promoting or challenging post-truthism.

What the tribal theory gets right is its depiction of post-truthism as a system that ascribes different grades of value to different kinds of information. Such a system gives little weight to the tribal member’s subjective experience of information, and emphasizes the community’s process of assigning information value. High value is assigned to modes of reasoning that reinforce tribal ties—not just emotion and belief but also deference to authority and groupthink—and tribal elites are incentivized to make decisions that elevate loyalty above objectivity.

The tribal theory also underscores post-truthism’s threat to democracy. One of the main concerns raised by commentators about post-truth politics is that it creates an opening for fascism or autocracy. For one thing, “[d]emocracy is under threat when the truth is no longer a check on power.”\textsuperscript{45} That is, if citizens do not understand the truth of what is happening in their communities, they cannot exercise sovereignty over their own lives. Post-truthism may also create an opening for fascism because it undermines trust in political institutions.\textsuperscript{46} The loss of trust could set into motion steps—such as widespread disengagement—that lead to democratic failure. In addition, some commentators suggest that, by destroying common factual ground between groups, tribal post-truth politics discourage compromise, which is an essential part of democratic self-government.\textsuperscript{47} Others have pointed out how post-truthism conflicts with ideas of freedom and consent, which are integral to democratic decision-making.\textsuperscript{48}

Hannah Arendt argued that an “extreme contempt for facts” was essential to the rise of totalitarianism.\textsuperscript{49} Her explorations of truth, falsity, and political power remain

\textsuperscript{44} Goldstein, supra note 5.
\textsuperscript{46} See Tsipursky, Post-Lies Future, supra note 40, at 14 (“[T]ruth in politics is a common good just like clean air and water, and the pollution of truth will devastate our political system . . . .”).
\textsuperscript{48} Will Fish, “Post-Truth” Politics and Illusory Democracy, 14 PSYCHOTHERAPY & POL. INT’L 211, 212 (2016).
\textsuperscript{49} HANNAH ARENDT, THE ORIGINS OF TOTALITARIANISM 461 (2004).
among the most influential in political philosophy. Arendt perceived critical differences in the ways in which political lies functioned for the masses versus the movement elite. For the masses, the totalitarian movement would "conjure up a lying world of consistency which is more adequate to the needs of the human mind than reality itself."50 In contrast, Arendt observed, the movement elite was characterized by "cynicism" imbued with tribal loyalty; they did not believe the totalitarian lies, but truth was beside the point.51 Arendt, like current commentators, identified both behavioralism (irrationality) and tribalism (cynical and self-conscious lying) at work.52

Arendt’s insights keenly apply to our current moment. “[T]he gullibility of sympathizers makes lies credible to the outside world,” she explained, “while at the same time the graduated cynicism of membership and elite formations [of the movement] eliminates the danger that the Leader will ever be forced by the weight of his own propaganda to make good his own statements.”53 The “outside world,” Arendt wrote, misunderstands this system, and wrongly believes that either the “very enormity of totalitarian lies would be their undoing,” or that “it would be possible to take the Leader at his word and force him, regardless of his original intentions, to make it good.”54 In fact, she explains, the Leader will never have to make good on the lies.55

Adam Kirsch, writing in 2017, likewise suggested that “a large share of the population . . . thrill[s] precisely to the falsehood of a statement, because it shows that the speaker has the power to reshape reality in line with their own fantasies of self-righteous beleaguerment.”56 In this sense, lying is more than a pledge of tribal allegiance, even a cynical one—it is about power. The philosopher Lee McIntyre, author of a book-length treatment of post-truthism, also perceives post-truthism to be about raw power. He writes that post-truthism “amounts to a form of ideological supremacy, whereby its practitioners are trying to compel someone to believe in something, whether there is good evidence for it or not.”57 It is, he writes, a “recipe for political domination.”58

50. Id. at 464.
51. Id. at 500–01.
52. Id. at 464–65, 500–01.
53. Id. at 501.
54. Id. at 501–02.
55. Id.
56. Adam Kirsch, Lie to Me: Fiction in the Post-Truth Era, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 15, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/15/books/lie-to-me-fiction-in-the-post-truth-era.html [https://perma.cc/4JMZ-MSAS]; see also Goodstein, supra note 20, at 491 (“[T]he rise of the political power of revealed religion in late antiquity, which so powerfully demonstrated the capacity of emotionally grounded belief to connect, mobilize, and motivate human beings, went . . . hand in hand with the decline of democratic practices and the rise of authoritarian powers.”).
57. McIntyre, supra note 35, at 13.
58. Id. Ominously, Arendt demonstrated that political lies create tensions that can reshape a movement’s objectives. Eventually, she wrote, totalitarianism becomes bound up with its lies so completely that it must, to survive, eliminate “every competing nontotalitarian reality.”
Some have suggested that post-truthism is part of a “historic shift away from the principles and values of the project of Enlightenment,” “upending long-held practices of treating human beings as rational agents.”59 In the rational-actor model, each decision maker weighs whatever information she wants according to her own individual preferences to maximize her own personal utility. Post-truthism does not leave questions of weight and value to the individual; it favors groupthink, submission, and obedience. In a post-truth world, citizens do not actively participate in the formation of public opinion so much as they affirm or reject ideas presented to them, on the basis of emotional appeal.60

Post-truth values can also be observed outside the political domain, in the marketplace. Should one buy a widget after an exhaustive cost-benefit analysis, or based on brand loyalty? Post-truthism, and powerful brand-name companies, counsel in favor of the latter. As a decision-making heuristic that leans heavily on emotion and trust, brand loyalty is a form of post-truth reasoning. Loyalty to the Trump brand—which was a consumer brand before it became a political one—is often associated with current post-truth politics.

B. Post-Truthism as a Theory of Information Use

Whatever post-truthism is descriptively, it presents as a set of decision-making values. Insofar as post-truthism matters in law, it is because post-truthism offers a normative account of information use.61 In this account, some types of information—such as emotion, intuition, and belief—have greater value than other types of information, like facts, evidence, and data. What is more, certain sources of information have superior value, and certain channels of information are more trustworthy.62 Thus, when Donald J. Trump opines that CNN is “fake news,” he is expressing post-truthism as a normative value: he is telling his audience not to trust information obtained from CNN, and not to factor news from CNN into their

Arendt, supra note 49, at 510 (“The struggle for total domination of the total population of the earth, the elimination of every competing nontotalitarian reality, is inherent in the totalitarian regimes themselves; if they do not pursue global rule as their ultimate goal, they are only too likely to lose whatever power they have already seized.”). Thus, a movement that relies on post-truth reasoning may eventually become driven by the need to silence other truths, and to do so through expansion.

59. Goodstein, supra note 20, at 490.


61. “[T]he underlying concern about a post-truth society,” writes Evan Davis, “is why there is so much bullshit.” Davis, supra note 42, at xv. Davis’s view—that we mainly should be concerned about post-truthism’s causes—is widely expressed in popular commentary but, in my view, misses the point. The underlying concern about post-truthism, I argue, is that post-truthism can easily provide a basis for regulating information. Our attention to post-truthism should be forward looking, not merely retrospective.

62. As Rebecca Tushnet has pointed out, “[s]cientific evidence indicates that emotion and rationality are not opposed . . . but rather inextricably linked.” Rebecca Tushnet, More Than a Feeling: Emotion and the First Amendment, 127 Harv. L. Rev. 2392, 2392 (2014).
decision-making. Instead, he suggests, citizens should make decisions and form beliefs in reliance on information provided by him and his approved sources.

This Article argues that because post-truthism is fully realized only through information’s use, what post-truthism offers is a regulatory system in which the flow of information to decision makers is regulated with particular attention to the information’s value and influence. In First Amendment law, this translates into careful parsing of listener interests. When a doctrine turns, in whole or in part, on the value of information for its end user, that doctrine requires legal institutions, such as courts, to analyze and pass judgment on the value of the information. Determinations that information is “factual,” or “material,” or, in the domain of compelled speech, “controversial,” are value judgments about whether and how end users should treat the information as decision-making inputs.

Rhetorically, the link between information value and use are commonly presented in two separate but related post-truth arguments.

1. The Fact-Opinion Ploy

The first is the notion that facts are illusory; we should not trust facts. According to this idea, information labeled as “fact” is usually just biased information presented to advance the speaker’s ideological agenda.

Post-truth reasoners often express this point by arguing that fact cannot be distinguished from opinion. Because opinions can be presented as facts, they contend, all facts are suspect, and we should not trust facts as a basis for decision-making. This Article refers to this argument as the Fact-Opinion Ploy. It is a “ploy” or gambit in the sense that it typically is used to undercut an opponent who has offered facts to support a contention.

63. In my view, the “fake news” label (as distinguished from factually incorrect news) is used to advance the normative post-truth agenda by discrediting certain types and sources of information. As I explain, post-truthism is served when the quantity of information and the channels of information available to end users are reduced.

64. See, e.g., Reza R. Dibadj, The Political Economy of Commercial Speech, 58 S.C. L. REV. 913, 915 (2007) (noting that the push for expanded commercial speech protections “bizarrely shifts attention away from speakers toward listeners and information”). Cases like Int’l Dairy Foods Ass’n v. Amestoy, in which the Second Circuit held that “strong consumer interest” was “inadequate” to justify a product labeling disclosure, underscore the willingness of courts to discriminate among listener uses for information, thereby imposing a judge-made hierarchy of information values. 92 F.3d 67, 73–74 (2d Cir. 1996).

65. In her essay “Truth and Politics,” Hannah Arendt described “[t]he blurring of the dividing line between factual truth and opinion” as a form of intentional lying that is common to politics. Arendt, supra note 25, at 68. However, Arendt was describing something different from the “ploy” I describe in the text. She described the situation in which a liar, “lacking the power to make his falsehood stick, does not insist on the gospel truth of his statement but pretends that this is his ‘opinion,’ to which he claims his constitutional right.” Id. Arendt’s insight suggests that the blurring of the dividing line between fact and opinion can be used to bolster one’s own lies as much as to undercut the facts of one’s opponent. That is, to characterize a true or false fact as opinion affects its value as a decisional input.
The Supreme Court has come across versions of the Fact-Opinion Ploy in various speech-related contexts, including the law of defamation and securities fraud. The Court has consistently resisted holding either that constitutional doctrine should turn on the distinction between fact and opinion, or that fact and opinion are the same thing. Importantly for purposes of this Article, it has also resisted holding that a distinction between fact and opinion etches a line between permissible and impermissible forms of compelled speech.

2. The "Alternative Facts" Thesis

A second strain of post-truth thought, which this Article calls the Alternative Facts Thesis, is the idea that contested information is inherently untrustworthy. It posits that, in a controversy, each side will present information in its favor ("alternative facts"). The more contested an idea is, the more information will be found on both

66. Thus, for example, the law of defamation recognizes a limited fact/opinion distinction, while cautioning against enforcing an "artificial dichotomy." Milkovich v. Lorain Journal Co., 497 U.S. 1, 19 (1990); see also Levinsky's, Inc. v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 127 F.3d 122, 127 (1st Cir. 1997) ("A statement couched as an opinion that presents or implies the existence of facts which are capable of being proven true or false can be actionable" as defamation.); Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc., 418 U.S. 323, 339–40 (1974) ("However pernicious an opinion may seem, we depend for its correction not on the conscience of judges and juries but on the competition of other ideas.").

67. In its interpretation of federal securities law, the Supreme Court has held that opinions can present or imply the existence of facts and can give rise to liability for securities fraud on that basis. Va. Bankshares, Inc. v. Sandberg, 501 U.S. 1083, 1083, 1093 (1991) (holding that a statement of opinion can constitute a "misstatement[] of material fact" in violation of federal securities law because board opinions expressed in Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filings are "reasonably understood to rest on a factual basis . . . the absence of which renders them misleading").

68. In 1988, in Riley v. National Federation of the Blind of North Carolina, charities subject to the North Carolina Charitable Solicitations Act asked the Court to do just that. 487 U.S. 781 (1988). The Court went on to invalidate the disclosure because it required information to be disclosed during a particular, message-based expression by the speaker—thereby changing the content of a voluntary expression. Id. at 795; see also Hurley v. Irish-American Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Grp. of Bos., 515 U.S. 557, 573–74 (1995) (noting that the "general rule[] that the speaker has the right to tailor the speech, applies not only to expressions of value, opinion, or endorsement, but equally to statements of fact the speaker would rather avoid, subject, perhaps, to the permissive law of defamation" (citations omitted)).

sides of the issue. On this view, facts are not that helpful for resolving a dispute, because the greater the controversy, the greater the cacophony of facts bombarding us from both sides. This line of argument, which is related to "whataboutism," teaches that more facts make a dispute murkier, not clearer, and that contestation itself signals a lack of trustworthiness.

The Alternative Facts Thesis shares much in common with the rise of "balanced reporting" in American journalism. Lee McIntyre, writing about the coverage of climate change on television news programs in the 1990s, described how "[o]vernight, the public was treated to split-screen TV 'debates' with scientists on one side and 'skeptics' on the other. The host would let them both talk for roughly the same amount of time, then pronounce the issue 'controversial.'" Here, both the false equivalency and the "controversial" label are important. False equivalency gave the impression that the contentions of one side were equally matched by the contentions of the other—thus demonstrating that reliance on facts and debate only results in a draw. The spectacle of the controversy—in which two sides duked it out, and it was neither possible nor really important to determine who was objectively correct—became entertainment, and a way to attract eyeballs. The "controversial"

---

70. Susan B. Glasser, the founding editor of Politico Magazine, offered a different insight. In an essay describing the epochal changes she witnessed in the news industry from the 1980s to Trump’s 2016 election, Glasser pointed out that, by 2016, the number of news sources had exploded. Voters believed Trump’s falsehoods, she wrote, “not just because they disagree with the facts as reporters have presented them but because there’s so damn many reporters, and from such a wide array of outlets, that it’s often impossible to evaluate their standards and practices, biases and preconceptions.” Susan B. Glasser, Covering Politics in a “Post-Truth” America, BROOKINGS (Dec. 2, 2016), https://www.brookings.edu/essay/covering-politics-in-a-post-truth-america/ [https://perma.cc/A2WJ-ADU5]. The public’s inability to assess information quality likely contributes to the Alternative Facts Thesis (i.e., once information is contested, it cannot be trusted, because the public lacks the tools to evaluate conflicting claims).

71. "Whataboutism" is a rhetorical technique in which a person responds to an argument or set of points not by addressing or answering those points, but by expanding the scope of the discussion, often starting with the words, “What about...” The technique is associated with Soviet propagandists and has its own Wikipedia entry. Whataboutism, WIKIPEDIA, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whataboutism [https://perma.cc/7LX4-JLNV].

72. McIntyre, supra note 35, at 80–81.

73. In The Art of the Deal, Donald Trump suggested that causing controversy is a valuable media strategy, one that he used in his businesses. “[I]f you are a little different, or a little outrageous, or if you do things that are bold or controversial, the press is going to write about
label functioned as a heuristic or signal: information that is contested and therefore controversial should be trusted less.

In their important book, Merchants of Doubt, Naomi Oreskes and Erik M. Conway identify a concerted "tobacco strategy" as early as December 1953, when the heads of major tobacco companies combined efforts with the public relations giant, Hill and Knowlton, to create and fund the Tobacco Industry Research Committee. Oreskes and Conway describe how these actors transformed "emerging scientific consensus" about the health risks of smoking into a "raging scientific debate." They did this by funding scientific research to undermine the growing body of science connecting tobacco use to cancer, and by aggressively promoting a "balance campaign" to journalists. Oreskes and Conway write:

The appeal to journalistic balance (as well as perhaps the industry's large advertising budget) evidently resonated with writers and editors, perhaps because of the influence of the Fairness Doctrine. Under this doctrine, established in 1949 (in conjunction with the rise of television), broadcast journalists were required to dedicate airtime to controversial issues of public concern in a balanced manner. While the doctrine did not formally apply to print journalism, many writers and editors seem to have applied it to the tobacco question, because throughout the 1950s and well into the 1960s, newspapers and magazines presented the smoking issue as a great debate rather than as a scientific problem in which evidence was rapidly accumulating.

More recently, social media companies have experimented with techniques to fight the spread of false information on their platforms. From December 2016 to December 2017, Facebook experimented with the use of "Disputed Flags," red icons that flagged content which had been disputed by fact-checkers. When it ended the
experiment, Facebook executives published an article in *Medium* to explain what they had learned. The article revealed that Facebook had ended its use of Disputed Flags in part because the flags "could sometimes backfire" and because other techniques "led to fewer shares of the hoax article than the disputed flag treatment." In other words, marking false content as contested by third-party fact-checkers did not do much to stop people from sharing it. Instead, the Disputed Flag may have signaled contestation, influencing the value of false information to particular users and causing them to want to share it.

Both the Fact-Opinion Ploy and the Alternative Facts Thesis embody normative values about what sorts of information citizens *should* trust and use. The Fact-Opinion Ploy encourages citizens to view facts as inherently biased, and the Alternative Facts Thesis encourages citizens to distrust contested facts. Both suggest that, in a public dispute, emotion, personal belief, and deference to authority are superior to biased or unhelpful fact-based reasoning.

3. The Post-Truth Information Economy

Finally, we might speak of a *post-truth information economy*—a system of information exchange that discourages evidence-based reasoning, while facilitating decision-making based on simple heuristics such as emotional reasoning, brand loyalty, and groupthink. A post-truth information economy possesses two main characteristics: channel compression and information gaps. It not only makes evidence-based decision-making a challenge but, over time, habituates citizens to passivity and dependence on a few "trusted" authorities. In fact, in a paradigmatic post-truth world, there is only one channel of information, the State, and it transmits information selectively for the purpose of retaining power.

Laws and economic policies could easily be used to shape the information economy to serve post-truth aims. Censorship is characteristic of a post-truth information economy, because it tends to reduce the availability of information, and thus the range of inputs that a decision maker can consider. In post-truthism, of course, whole categories of information are not valued and therefore can be regulated away. In First Amendment cases, we might find judicial opinions holding that the State's interest in creating conditions of informed citizenship is not "compelling" or "substantial."
In a post-truth information environment, citizens may be encouraged to distrust certain channels of information. For example, they could be taught that information from the internet cannot be trusted—perhaps by disinformation campaigns that spread false claims indiscriminately on the internet to discredit it. Information from disfavored sources could be strictly regulated or policed. Or, courts might treat disclosure laws designed to prevent citizens from being intentionally misled as lacking merit. The net result of the narrowing of the field of information sources is that citizens would have access to less information, and to fewer perspectives on the information they did obtain.

Concentration in ownership of channels of information, such as news organizations or social media, could reduce information flows and access. Since civic organizations, including labor unions, serve important informational functions for their members, a reduction in their number and clout would contribute to information gaps. Information might be exclusively possessed by private actors who lack incentives to share it, with no legal mechanisms of information forcing. In contrast, the use of nonrational heuristics like brand loyalty would be encouraged and protected by legal doctrine.

In thinking about the relationship of post-truthism to law, then, it is worth asking how law shapes the information economy, and whether evolving legal doctrines advance post-truth outcomes.

II. THE POLITICS OF COMPELLED SPEECH

A main premise of this Article is that we cannot understand the constitutional problem presented by compelled speech without acknowledging the political problem it presents to courts. When government restricts speech, the interests of speakers and listeners are roughly aligned. Speakers want to produce speech, and listeners want to receive it. Courts can resolve such cases in a way that vindicates the interests of both speakers and listeners, promoting a diverse range of First Amendment interests. They can do so by enforcing our constitutional preference for limited government, which, when the subject is government restriction of speech, means a preference for the unregulated flow of information and ideas.

Compelled speech is different. When government mandates disclosure, it is because listeners seek information that speakers do not want to produce. Listeners’ and speakers’ interests are opposed.

This presents a political problem because, increasingly, speakers and listeners are sorting into groups that are easily defined by their roles and power in the political economy.

83. This is why, for example, it is common for proponents of post-truthism to argue in favor of broad laws protecting public officials from defamation, and to threaten lawsuits.

A. Demand-Side vs. Supply-Side Market Participants

In the United States, listener and speaker interest groups increasingly are defined by their roles in market exchange. On the listener side, we mostly find individual information end users, such as consumers, retail investors, citizens, and workers. On the speaker side, we mostly find large organizations, often commercial actors. In this dynamic, legislatures may intend for an information-forcing law to level the informational playing field between powerful organizations that possess information and less powerful individuals who lack it. What medical services does this clinic offer? How many times has this company been sued for labor law violations? What percentage of graduates from this college get jobs? Information that would answer all of these questions has been the subject of disclosure laws challenged in recent compelled speech cases.

From the perspective of end users, disclosure of information serves critical functions: it furthers individual self-actualization, facilitates efficient capital allocation, aids consumer decision-making, helps people make medical decisions, promotes democratic self-government, and mitigates systemic risk. However, these purposes matter little to speakers. From the perspective of speakers, disclosure presents risks that the information will attract negative attention or permit merit-based assessments that harm the organization’s interests. For example, in an industry in which six competing companies manufacture a product or provide a service, only one company stands to win from evidence-based empirics that show which company’s product or service is the “best” (or the safest, or the most durable, etc.). The other five companies would be better off competing on other grounds. In an increasingly data-rich world, disclosure also means that the organization loses control of a valuable resource, its data, which could be utilized by enterprising competitors. Stark differences between the interests of speakers and listeners mean that judicial resolution of a First Amendment challenge to a disclosure mandate often will have political consequences: it will promote the entrenched interests of powerful organizations at the expense of less powerful individuals, or vice versa.85 These political choices have long been concealed in the grooves of precedent and analytical convention.

It is difficult to summarize the technological and economic changes that, over the past half century, have opened an information chasm between the average American and the organizational actors that populate the economy. The simple bar code offers a powerful example. Originally introduced in supermarkets in the mid-1970s to speed up the checkout process and save labor costs, the bar code was universally adopted by the late 1990s and repurposed as a data tool used to gather and analyze both aggregate- and individual-level data on shoppers.86 Even before the rise of the

85. Accord Cohen, supra note 10 (developments in free speech law “reflect an economic reality in which information has increasingly become untethered from industrial production to become a source of value in its own right, and in which powerful interests that profit from information-related activities have systematically resisted regulatory oversight”).

internet as a retail platform, merchants were likely to have better data about individual shoppers’ habits than the shoppers themselves, who lacked access to the data and the means to make use of it. By mining patterns in the data across populations—an effort that individuals could not replicate even if each person had access to his or her own data—retailers successfully generated new descriptive and predictive information about individuals. That is, the merchants’ access to aggregate bar code data made it possible for them to produce new forms of individualized data.

In turn, the rise of bar code technology as a means of inventory management facilitated the globalization of the supply chain, which has widened the geographic separation between individual Americans and the production of basic consumer products. This, too, has made it challenging for Americans to stay informed about the products and services we use every day, and the labor and regulatory issues at play in their production, while such information remains available, at a granular level, to the organizations that operate in this global stream of commerce.

In recent years, First Amendment scholars have become increasingly attentive to power differences between speakers and listeners in various contexts. Helen Norton has advocated a listener-centered approach in which the law privileges listeners’ First Amendment interests over speakers’ interests in certain communicative relationships where “speakers enjoy advantages of information or power.” This listener-centered approach would justify rational basis scrutiny for certain disclosure laws and inform the application of other levels of scrutiny. Norton writes that “greater attention to the power asymmetries between speakers and listeners can inform our understanding of when and how” the First Amendment should permit government to prevent certain speakers from coercing comparatively vulnerable listeners. So far, courts have not adopted the commonsense view that power asymmetries between speakers and listeners are relevant to compelled speech law.

87. Famously, Target developed data analytics to determine when a female customer was likely to be pregnant. Charles Duhigg, How Companies Learn Your Secrets, N.Y. TIMES MAG. (Feb. 16, 2012), https://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/19/magazine/shopping-habits.html (describing how Target learned about a Minneapolis teenager’s pregnancy before her own father did because of Target’s “pregnancy prediction” data analytics program).

88. These contexts include professional speech and employer speech. On the former, see Claudia E. Haupt, Professional Speech, 125 YALE L.J. 1238 (2016). On the latter, see Helen Norton, Truth and Lies in the Workplace: Employer Speech and the First Amendment, 101 MINN. L. REV. 31 (2016).

89. Helen Norton, Powerful Speakers and Their Listeners, 90 U. COLO. L. REV. 441, 445 (2019); see also Norton, supra note 9; Norton, supra note 88.

90. Norton, supra note 89 (manuscript at 9).

91. Norton, supra note 88, at 77.
B. Information Capitalism

Information capitalism, in which data is monetized through exchange (rather than merely collected by private actors for their own use) contributes to asymmetries between commercial actors and individuals. Shoshana Zuboff coined the term “surveillance capitalism,” to describe a “technologically advanced” system of economic transactions that capitalize on “asymmetries in knowledge.” In Zuboff’s conception, surveillance capitalism expresses an economic logic that produces “instrumentarian power,” which “produces endlessly accruing knowledge for surveillance capitalists and endlessly diminishing freedom for us.” Julie Cohen has also written about “the emergence of vast and lucrative new markets organized around data collection and predictive profiling.” Cohen has labeled this the “personal data economy.”

Information capitalism, the personal data economy, and surveillance capitalism are relevant to a discussion of post-truth information regulation in two key respects. First, of course, they describe the accumulation of vast stores of information by private actors—information that sheds light on aspects of human flourishing, truth seeking, and democratic self-government. The one-sided accumulation of empirical data by a subset of actors—call them Information Haves—means that evidence-based reasoning is richly possible for Information Haves in ways that it is not possible for the rest—the Information Have-Nots. The Information Haves possess reams of data and inputs that can be measured and analyzed quantitatively, as well as the financial and technological resources to accomplish this analysis. The Have-Nots lack the information, as well as the means to make use of it.

Thus, in any sort of market (or other) exchange between Information Haves and Have-Nots, the Haves enjoy significant informational advantages that are, by definition, evidence based. Surveillance capitalism thus provides the basis for a major decision-making asymmetry, in which Information Haves enjoy enhanced evidence-based decision-making, while Information Have-Nots experience an informational disadvantage that limits the extent to which they can benefit from evidence-based reasoning. The Have-Nots are consigned to modes of decision-making that we recognize as post-truth.

Secondly, both Cohen and Zuboff emphasize that the information economy monetizes probabilistic information about our decisions. Its purpose is not merely to observe decision-making, but to influence it. This, too, connects directly to post-
truthism's normative goals. Post-truthism's aim is not merely to enforce a system of information values, but to construct an information ecosystem that serves existing powerful actors through its influence on decision makers. Surveillance capitalism likewise seeks to construct an information ecosystem that serves the interests of those with the financial resources to buy predictive analytics and to use them to influence individuals' decision-making. Insofar as it focuses on communicating information to influence individuals' behavior, information capitalism shares something in common with post-truthism.

One reason that the political dimensions of compelled speech law matter is that they help explain why post-truth ideas have gained purchase in some courts. Post-truth analysis is not just a convenient shortcut to outcomes in which companies save disclosure costs, although disclosers often seek to frame the issue in those terms. Even beyond cost-benefit analysis, post-truthism weakens First Amendment principles that have shored up democracy for two hundred years, but which tend to threaten the informational hegemony of powerful economic actors. Post-truthism suggests that the First Amendment can favor one type of decision-making over another, that rational decision-making lacks value, and that, in a marketplace of ideas, people do not really need exposure to a full range of information and claims. What these powerful economic actors understand is that information asymmetry rigs the system in their favor.

III. POST-TRUTH DOCTRINE

Since 1985, when the Supreme Court decided Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel of the Supreme Court of Ohio, lower federal courts have interpreted the case to justify laxer scrutiny for disclosures of "purely factual and uncontroversial" commercial information. To do this, courts have improvised legal tests that focus on a disclosure's informational value to its recipients. The effect has been to raise the bar for disclosure of "controversial" information—information that a court imagines would shed light on a public controversy.

This Part starts by describing the mechanisms of Zauderer review. Many lower federal courts deciding a First Amendment challenge to a commercial disclosure mandate interpret Zauderer to require a controversial/uncontroversial test at the front

---

97. Indeed, some disclosure mandates, such as the Conflict Minerals Rule, enacted by Congress as part of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, are subject to formal regulatory agency procedures that evaluate the costs and benefits of the disclosures. See Jeff Schwartz & Alexandrea Nelson, Cost-Benefit Analysis and the Conflict Minerals Rule, 68 ADMIN. L. REV. 287 (2016).

98. For an enlightening discussion of how First Amendment law might constructively address such issues in light of cognitive science, see Toni M. Massaro, Tread on Me!, 17 U. PA. J. CONST. L. 365, 421-25 (2014).


100. See infra Section III.B.
end of the First Amendment analysis. The Supreme Court’s most recent compelled speech case, NIFLA v. Becerra, did nothing to disapprove that approach and could easily be read to endorse it.

What does “controversial” mean? A second subsection looks closely at how these courts have defined “controversial” and “uncontroversial” disclosures. It shows that courts use different definitions: most interpret “controversial” to mean “related to a controversy,” but others interpret it to mean “contested,” “not verifiable,” or “not true.” It argues that, particularly in cases finding a First Amendment violation or a likelihood of a First Amendment violation, courts treat controversiality as a measure of disclosure function, with attention to whether the disclosure is likely to influence its audience. In other words, in the Zauderer context, “controversial” often means subversive.

A. Commercial Compelled Speech & Zauderer

When a plaintiff challenges a commercial disclosure mandate, intermediate review is the default. Like restrictions on commercial speech, compelled commercial speech is subject to review using the test established in Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation v. Public Service Commission in 1980. Under Central Hudson, a law that compels a commercial disclosure must “directly advance[]” a “substantial” governmental interest and not be “more extensive than is necessary to serve that interest.”

In 1985, the Supreme Court departed from the Central Hudson standard and applied less exacting scrutiny to a disclosure mandate in Zauderer. Zauderer involved disclaimers triggered by statements in print advertisements. The concern was that attorney advertisements that promoted contingent fee arrangements were deceptive unless they also contained specific information about how costs would be charged. Rather than apply intermediate scrutiny to the ad disclosure, the Zauderer Court devised a “reasonable relation” test, explaining that:

101. The Ninth Circuit recently clarified that the controversiality test can come after an evaluation of the disclosure’s justification and burden on speech. See Am. Bev. Ass’n v. City & Cty. of S.F., 916 F.3d 749, 756 (9th Cir. 2019). The Eighth Circuit offers an exception; it does not routinely employ controversiality tests to determine the proper standard of review. See 1-800-411-Pain Referral Serv., LLC v. Otto, 744 F.3d 1045 (8th Cir. 2014); see also Disc. Tobacco City & Lottery, Inc. v. United States, 674 F.3d 509, 559 n.8 (6th Cir. 2012) (suggesting that the Supreme Court likely did not mean to make “purely factual and noncontroversial” a legal standard).

102. 138 S. Ct. 2361, 2372 (2018) (the licensed notice is not limited to “purely factual and uncontroversial information about the terms under which . . . services will be available”).


104. Cent. Hudson, 447 U.S. at 566. The Central Hudson test applies only to commercial speech that is lawful and not misleading. Id.

105. 471 U.S. at 626, 651.
The State has attempted only to prescribe what shall be orthodox in commercial advertising, and its prescription has taken the form of a requirement that appellant include in his advertising purely factual and uncontroversial information about the terms under which his services will be available. Because the extension of First Amendment protection to commercial speech is justified principally by the value to consumers of the information such speech provides, appellant's constitutionally protected interest in not providing any particular factual information in his advertising is minimal.  

Since 1985, and particularly in the last ten years, lower courts have applied Zauderer's "reasonable relation" review to an increasing scope of information-forcing regulation. Courts often cite the case in connection with disclosure mandates that require businesses to reveal data about their products and services, for example.

What is most noteworthy about Zauderer is the great significance courts have given the phrase "purely factual and uncontroversial" in the passage quoted above. Today, nearly every application of the Zauderer test to a commercial disclosure involves judicial inquiry into whether the disclosure is "factual" and "uncontroversial."
Zauderer leaves open a number of vexing and important questions.\textsuperscript{111} The most vigorous disagreement over Zauderer so far has concerned what kinds of commercial disclosure mandates are subject to its laxer review.\textsuperscript{112} In the narrow view, the Zauderer test applies only where a commercial disclosure is "purely factual and uncontroversial" and functions to prevent consumer deception.\textsuperscript{113} In a somewhat broader view, Zauderer applies to any commercial disclosure mandate—but cannot...
be satisfied unless the disclosure is factual and uncontroversial. The D.C. Circuit initially refused to apply the Zauderer test outside the consumer deception context, but changed its mind in 2014 when reviewing a country-of-origin labeling law for meat products. It later changed its view of Zauderer's scope again, holding that Zauderer review applies only to "purely factual and uncontroversial" compelled speech in "voluntary advertising." The Supreme Court's 2018 decision in NIFLA v. Becerra calls this interpretation into question by describing Zauderer's scope as extending to "purely factual and uncontroversial disclosures about commercial products.

The Ninth Circuit has taken a different tack. In 2012, in a case reviewing a law that required cell phone sellers to disclose radiofrequency energy emissions information to purchasers of cell phones, the Ninth Circuit applied lax Zauderer review. However, it held that plaintiffs were likely to succeed on the merits of their claim that the disclosure law violated the First Amendment because, the Ninth Circuit asserted, Zauderer requires that "any governmentally compelled disclosures to consumers must be 'purely factual and uncontroversial,'" and the radiofrequency energy emissions disclosures failed this test. In other words, instead of reading the phrase "purely factual and uncontroversial" as helping to define the scope of commercial speech to which Zauderer review will apply, the Ninth Circuit treated "purely factual and uncontroversial" as a standard that must be met to satisfy Zauderer review.

Other federal courts routinely interpret Zauderer to require a controversiality test. For example, in 2016, the Second Circuit applied Zauderer review to a law requiring

114. CTIA-Wireless Ass'n v. City & Cty. of S.F., 494 F. App'x 752 (9th Cir. 2012).
118. Nat'l Inst. of Family & Life Advocates (NIFLA) v. Becerra, 138 S. Ct. 2361, 2376 (2018). The statement could be characterized as dicta because NIFLA concerned the provision of services and not "commercial products." However, the phrase "disclosures about commercial products" would seem to extend beyond "voluntary advertising." Elsewhere in the same opinion, Justice Thomas described Zauderer as applying "more deferential review to some laws that require professionals to disclose factual, noncontroversial information in their 'commercial speech.'" Id. at 2372. Although this, too, could be read to extend Zauderer's scope beyond "voluntary advertising," it also might be understood to require that the speaker be a "professional." Since professionals typically produce services, not "commercial products," however, it is difficult to understand the majority's view of Zauderer's scope of application.
119. CTIA–Wireless Ass'n v. City & Cty. of S.F., 494 F. App'x 752 (9th Cir. 2012).
120. Id. at 753.
121. The Ninth Circuit again endorsed this approach in 2017 in American Beverage Association v. City and County of San Francisco (ABA 2017), 871 F.3d 884 (9th Cir. 2017), and upon rehearing en banc in 2019. Am. Beverage Ass'n v. City & Cty. of S.F. (ABA 2019), 916 F.3d 749, 756 (9th Cir. 2019).
price stickers on items sold at retail. But it did so only after concluding that price stickers involve "only the disclosure of purely factual and uncontroversial information—namely, item pricing—about the retailer's own goods." In 2015, a federal court in Illinois applied Zauderer review to a Chicago ordinance requiring tax preparers to make disclosures to customers. After deciding that Zauderer's "reasonable relation" test governed, the court held that Zauderer was satisfied because "the required disclosures contain only the sort of uncontroversial factual information that Zauderer contemplated."

In 2018, in *NIFLA v. Becerra*, a case concerning mandatory disclosures for crisis pregnancy centers, the Supreme Court briefly discussed controversiality as a basis for determining the correct standard of review of disclosure laws targeting licensed clinics and unlicensed centers. Writing for a 5-4 majority, Justice Thomas declined to apply Zauderer review to the licensed clinic disclosure on the ground that the disclosure was "not limited to 'purely factual and uncontroversial information about the terms under which . . . services will be available.'" The disclosure was not so limited, Justice Thomas explained, because it concerned "state-sponsored services" rather than "services that licensed clinics provide," and because it required the disclosure of information about "abortion, anything but an 'uncontroversial' topic." In other words, the majority treated controversiality as at least partially determinative of the level of scrutiny it would apply to a compelled speech law. Lower federal courts already have begun to interpret *NIFLA v. Becerra* as an endorsement of controversiality tests to determine whether a disclosure mandate is entitled to lax Zauderer review.

As this suggests, in the Zauderer framework, the question of whether a commercial disclosure mandate is "purely factual and uncontroversial" is consequential, and sometimes outcome determinative. It is a test with teeth.

123. Id. at 158.
125. Id. at *3. In applying Zauderer's "reasonable relation" test, the court also considered whether the disclosures "further[ed] the City's goal of preventing tax preparers from taking advantage of customers" and concluded that they did. Id.
127. Id. (quoting Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel of the Supreme Court of Ohio, 471 U.S. 626, 651 (1985)).
128. Id.
129. See, e.g., Am. Beverage Ass'n v. City & Cty. of S.F. (ABA 2019), 916 F.3d 749, 756 (9th Cir. 2019) ("The Zauderer test, as applied in *NIFLA*, contains three inquiries: whether the notice is (1) purely factual, (2) noncontroversial, and (3) not unjustified or unduly burdensome. A compelled disclosure accompanying a related product or service must meet all three criteria to be constitutional."); (citing NIFLA v. Becerra, 138 S. Ct. 2361, 2372 (2018)).
B. Disclosure Controversial

What makes a disclosure controversial? The circuits disagree.131 Lower courts applying Zauderer most commonly use “controversial” to mean that the disclosure information relates to a public controversy. For example, in National Association of Manufacturers (“NAM”) v. SEC, the D.C. Circuit suggested that a controversial disclosure is anything related to a “controversy” or a “dispute, especially a public one.”132 The Second Circuit reached essentially the same conclusion in Evergreen Association v. City of New York, treating a disclosure about whether a clinic provides particular health services as “controversial” because it required clinics to “mention” a “controversial” subject.133

Until its decision in NIFLA v. Becerra in 2018, the Supreme Court had never used controversiality as a basis to reject Zauderer review for a disclosure law.134 In NIFLA, one challenged disclosure was a statement that “California has public programs that provide immediate free or low-cost access to comprehensive family planning services (including all FDA-approved methods of contraception), prenatal care, and abortion for eligible women. To determine whether you qualify, contact the county social services office at [telephone number].”135 This information was nonideological and presumably accurate, but the Court refused to apply Zauderer review because, it said, the disclosure contained “information about” services “including abortion, anything but an ‘uncontroversial’ topic.”136 This phrasing expressed a very broad view of controversiality, essentially construing it to mean that a disclosure cannot be “uncontroversial” if it relates to a controversial topic.

Importantly, these courts' use of “controversial” is broader than the dictionary definition of the word; “controversial” is generally defined to mean “[g]iving rise or

“uncontroversial factual information,” including a list of services provided by a tax preparer and the prices of the services, the “estimated time a customer can expect to receive a [tax] refund, and a short certification statement”).

131. See, e.g., Am. Meat Inst. v. U.S. Dep’t of Agric., 760 F.3d 18, 34 (Kavanaugh, J., concurring) (“[I]t is unclear how we should assess and what we should examine to determine whether a mandatory disclosure is controversial.”); id. at 54 (Brown, J., dissenting) (“[W]hat is or is not controversial will lie in the eye of the beholder.”).

132. Nat’l Ass’n of Mfrs. v. SEC (NAM 2015), 800 F.3d 518, 529 (D.C. Cir. 2015). Although National Association of Manufacturers concluded that Zauderer review did not apply, it provided a detailed analysis of the disclosure under Zauderer as an alternative holding. Id. at 532–33.

133. 740 F.3d 233, 245 n.6 (2d Cir. 2014). Evergreen Association is discussed at greater length in Part V. In that opinion, the Second Circuit held that the challenged disclosures were not commercial speech, but it offered an analysis “[a]ssuming arguendo” that they were commercial speech. Id. It concluded that Zauderer would not apply on the sole basis that the disclosures were not “purely factual and uncontroversial.” Id.

134. 138 S. Ct. at 2372. See supra notes 126–28 and accompanying text, explaining that controversiality was one of two reasons the Court refused to apply Zauderer review to the licensed clinic disclosure.

135. NIFLA, 138 S. Ct. at 2369.

136. Id. at 2372.
likely to give rise to controversy or public disagreement." 137 That is, a “controversial disclosure” in the dictionary sense is a disclosure that causes controversy. A “controversial disclosure” in the Zauderer sense is a disclosure related to a controversy.

These courts’ expansive definition of “controversial” suggests that any information that tends to shed light on a matter of public debate is ineligible for Zauderer review. Other courts have suggested that a disclosure is controversial if it is contested, 138 not verifiable, 139 or likely to be “misinterpreted by consumers.” 140 Plaintiffs seeking to extend the definition have argued that a commercial disclosure is controversial if it is “inflammatory” 141 or “sensitive.” 142

Some courts have concluded that “factual” and “uncontroversial” mean the same thing. For example, in 2015, a federal district court applied the Zauderer test to a Vermont state law mandating labels for products created with the use of genetic engineering, but only after concluding that the information disclosed was not “controversial.” 143 Somewhat cryptically, the court explained that “before compelled commercial information is deemed ‘controversial,’ the compelled information must, itself, be ‘controversial.’” 144 The court’s opinion included a seven-paragraph subsection analyzing whether the challenged law required the disclosure of “controversial” information. 145 Ultimately the court concluded that because the Vermont law’s “disclosure requirement mandates the disclosure of only factual information—whether a food product contains [genetically engineered]

---


138. See infra notes 148–71 and accompanying text.


140. Cigar Ass’n of Am. v. U.S. FDA, 315 F. Supp. 3d 143, 165–66 (D.D.C. 2018) (“A disclosure is ‘controversial,’ the court gathers, when it is ‘subject to misinterpretation by consumers,’ or ‘inflammatory.’”); see also Nat’l Ass’n of Wheat Growers v. Zeise, 309 F. Supp. 3d 842, 851 (E.D. Cal. 2018) (disclosure was controversial because it was “misleading to the ordinary consumer”).


142. In two cases decided in 2012 and 2017, respectively, the Ninth Circuit arrived at different outcomes regarding similar disclosure mandates by changing its interpretation of the word “controversial.” Compare CTIA–Wireless Ass’n v. City & Cty. of S.F., 494 F. App’x 752, 753–54 (9th Cir. 2012) (holding that radiofrequency energy disclosures were “misleading and controversial”), with CTIA–Wireless Ass’n v. City of Berkeley, 854 F.3d 1105, 1117 (9th Cir. 2017) (“[U]ncontroversial” in [the Zauderer] context refers to the factual accuracy of the compelled disclosure, not to its subjective impact on the audience.”).


144. Id. at 628.

145. Id. at 628–30.
ingredients—... it does not require the disclosure of ‘controversial’ information.”146

In the court’s view, information that is factual cannot also be controversial.147

The D.C. Circuit disagreed in NAM v. SEC. Since the Supreme Court linked the two terms conjunctively in Zauderer, that court reasoned, “‘uncontroversial,’ as a legal test, must mean something different than ‘purely factual.’”148 In NAM v. SEC, a trade association of manufacturers challenged a mandatory disclosure of corporate social responsibility information, the Conflict Minerals Rule.149 The Rule, enacted by Congress as a provision of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, required a subset of companies regulated by the SEC to make disclosures related to their use of certain minerals in their manufacture of goods.150 Manufacturers that sourced these minerals from the Democratic Republic of the Congo and the surrounding area, or that could not identify the origin of the minerals they used, were required to disclose in reports filed with the SEC, and separately on their company websites, that the products were not “DRC conflict free.”151

The D.C. Circuit twice refused to analyze the Rule as a securities disclosure (which would have subjected the Rule, at most, to rational basis review152), declined to apply Zauderer’s “reasonable relation” test, and ultimately held that either the

---

146. Id. at 630. Earlier in the opinion, the district court had also stated:
A manufacturer who is required to disclose whether its products contain certain ingredients is not compelled to make a political statement even if such a statement “links a product to a current public debate” because “many, if not most, products may be tied to public concerns with the environment, energy, economic policy, or individual health and safety.”


147. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. v. FDA provides another example. In the case, the D.C. Circuit concluded that compelled images “primarily intended to evoke an emotional response” were not “purely factual.” 696 F.3d 1205, 1216 (D.C. Cir. 2012), overruled in part by Am. Meat Inst. v. U.S. Dep’t of Agric., 760 F.3d 18 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (en banc). However, the court’s explanation revealed that it really meant that the graphic images were not “uncontroversial” (i.e., the images were sensational and designed, in the court’s word, to “shock”). Id. at 1213–17.


Central Hudson test or strict scrutiny applied. In an opinion concluding that part of the Rule violated the First Amendment, the D.C. Circuit suggested that the disclosure was not “factual” because “[p]roducts and minerals do not fight conflicts.” The court interpreted Zauderer’s “purely factual” language as a basis for fine-grained semantic quibbling.

Upon rehearing, the D.C. Circuit devoted several paragraphs to Zauderer’s “purely factual and uncontroversial” standard, offering its analysis as an alternative ground for its holding invalidating part of the disclosure mandate. It rejected the idea that Zauderer’s “uncontroversial” test should be interpreted to draw a line between fact and opinion because, it said, the fact-opinion distinction is “often blurred.” The court mused:

Is Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity fact or opinion, and should it be regarded as controversial? If the government required labels on all internal combustion engines stating that “USE OF THIS PRODUCT CONTRIBUTES TO GLOBAL WARMING” would that be fact or opinion? It is easy to convert many statements of opinion into assertions of fact simply by removing the words “in my opinion” or removing “in the opinion of many scientists” or removing “in the opinion of many experts.” It is also the case that propositions once regarded as factual and uncontroversial may turn out to be something quite different.

This, of course, is the Fact-Opinion Ploy, discussed in Part I above. It is the post-truth idea that facts and opinions are essentially the same thing, an argument typically used to suggest that facts are equally as trustworthy as opinions, and therefore should not be valued more highly than opinions in decision-making.

The court could have said that a fact-opinion distinction is not useful in this context—an approach the Supreme Court has taken in the law of defamation, securities fraud, and other compelled speech cases—but it chose instead to

---


154. NAM 2015, 800 F.3d at 530 (quoting NAM 2014, 748 F.3d at 371). The court concluded that part of the Rule failed the Central Hudson test, and thus violated the First Amendment. Upon rehearing, the court expressly adopted the reasoning from its first opinion on that subject. Id. at 524.

155. Id. at 524–30.

156. Id. at 528.

157. Id. (citations omitted).

158. The D.C. Circuit’s use of post-truth tropes in this opinion was overt. In a footnote, for example, the majority expressly referenced a passage from George Orwell’s book, Nineteen Eighty-Four. See id. at 530 n.29.

159. In 2018, in Janus v. AFSCME, the Supreme Court labeled “climate change” a “controversial subject[,]” thereby laying the ground work for any future challenge to a disclosure mandate related to “climate change” or, as the D.C. Circuit put it in the quoted passage, “global warming.” 138 S. Ct. 2448, 2476 (2018).

challenge the value of the supply chain information that the rule required to be disclosed. In an earlier opinion, the D.C. Circuit had expressed skepticism that investors factor information about the origin of conflict minerals into their decision-making at all, reflecting the judges’ own subjective view about the kinds of information that investors should use in their investment and shareholding decisions. The D.C. Circuit’s articulation of the Fact-Opinion Ploy in NAM v. SEC is a striking judicial expression of a post-truth idiom commonly used to undermine fact-based reasoning.

The other main thread of post-truth rhetoric discussed in Part II, the Alternative Facts Thesis, influences another commonly used definition of “controversial.” Courts applying Zauderer often imply that “uncontroversial” means uncontested, or sometimes true. An important example is the Ninth Circuit’s treatment of a mandatory warning for sugar-sweetened beverages in American Beverage Association v. City and County of San Francisco. The case challenged on First Amendment grounds a San Francisco ordinance that required advertisements for sugar-sweetened beverages within the city to bear this warning: “WARNING: Drinking beverages with added sugar(s) contributes to obesity, diabetes, and tooth decay. This is a message from the City and County of San Francisco.” In 2017, a three-judge panel of the Ninth Circuit, applying Zauderer review, began its review of the disclosure by addressing the “controversy” question. It characterized this compelled statements of opinion while here we deal with compelled statements of ‘fact’: either form of compulsion burdens protected speech.”).

161. See Nat’l Ass’n of Mfrs. v. SEC (NAM 2014), 748 F.3d 359, 370–372 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (“[T]he ‘conflict free’ label is not employed to sell securities.”).

162. In American Meat Institute (AMI) v. U.S. Department of Agriculture, a trade association of meat producers challenged a federal country-of-origin labeling law. 760 F.3d 18, 21 (D.C. Cir. 2014). The Secretary of Agriculture had required disclosure of the location of each step in the production of meat products, including the location of an animal’s “slaughter.” The AMI argued that the disclosure was “controversial” because the word “slaughter” was objectionable. See id. at 27. Rather than dismiss this idea out of hand, the D.C. Circuit conceded that the word “‘slaughter’ . . . might convey a certain innuendo,” but declined to throw out the disclosure on that basis, since the rule allowed retailers to substitute the word “harvested,” which the trade association had not objected to. Id. A year later, however, the D.C. Circuit expressed a change of heart about the case:

A controversy, the dictionaries tell us, is a dispute, especially a public one. Was there a dispute about the country-of-origin [meat packaging] disclosures in AMI or as AMI put it, was there a controversy “for some reason other than [a] dispute about simple factual accuracy”? One would think the answer surely was yes.

NAM 2015, 800 F.3d at 529 (citations omitted).


164. 871 F.3d 884, 888 (9th Cir. 2017).

165. Id. (quoting S.F., CAL., HEALTH CODE § 4203(a) (2015)).
question as "whether the 'inherent character' of the compelled disclosure is 'purely factual and uncontroversial' under Zauderer." It found it was not, explaining that:

The factual accuracy of the warning is, at a minimum, controversial as that term is used in the Zauderer framework. The warning provides the unqualified statement that "[d]rinking beverages with added sugar(s) contributes to obesity, diabetes, and tooth decay," and therefore conveys the message that sugar-sweetened beverages contribute to these health conditions regardless of the quantity consumed or other lifestyle choices. This is contrary to statements by the [Food and Drug Administration (FDA)] that added sugars are "generally recognized as safe," and "can be a part of a healthy dietary pattern when not consumed in excess amounts."

The court's logic was faulty: the notion that added sugars contribute to obesity, diabetes, and tooth decay is not contradicted by a statement that added sugars are "generally recognized as safe," unless obesity, diabetes, and tooth decay make a person unsafe. More to the point, a warning that drinking beverages with added sugars contributes to obesity, diabetes, and tooth decay would not be understood by a reasonable consumer to mean that every person who consumes sugar-sweetened beverages will develop those ailments. A food can both be "safe," in the sense that it will not immediately sicken a person who consumes it, and contribute to long-term health problems.

In the case, the Ninth Circuit presented the FDA's statements, and similar statements from the American Dental Association, as creating a dispute or controversy about the health effects of sugar-sweetened beverages. It then asserted that the existence of the dispute (i.e., conflicting statements presented to the court in litigation) made "the factual accuracy of the warning . . . controversial." This approach neatly marries a common post-truth argument with Zauderer review. It suggests that contestation itself renders information unreliable, and that this is disqualifying under Zauderer. In other words, when parties present conflicting information about a disclosure in litigation, the disclosure becomes controversial. Under the Ninth Circuit's approach, this meant the disclosure failed Zauderer review.

In January 2019, the Ninth Circuit reheard American Beverage Association v. City and County of San Francisco en banc and again concluded that the American Beverage Association was likely to succeed on its claim that the sugar-sweetened

166. Am. Beverage Ass'n v. City and County of San Francisco (ABA 2017), 871 F.3d at 895 (citation omitted).
167. Id. (citations omitted).
168. Id.
169. Id. at 896. Unlike the FDA, which is a governmental agency, the American Dental Association is a private, nonprofit association of dentists. About the ADA, ADA https://www.ada.org/en/about-the-ada [https://perma.cc/R53N-5UTV].
170. ABA 2017, 871 F.3d at 895.
171. As discussed in Part II, the view that contestation itself renders information untrustworthy or unreliable is the Alternative Facts Thesis. See supra Section I.B.
beverage warning violated the First Amendment. 172 This time, however, the court not only treated Zauderer's "purely factual and uncontroversial" language as two parts of a three-part "Zauderer test," 173 but expressly declined to reach the question of whether the sugar-sweetened beverage warning was "purely factual" or "noncontroversial." 174 Instead, the court started its application of the Zauderer test by asking whether the disclosure was "not unjustified or unduly burdensome" and concluded that, because the disclosure failed this third prong of the test, it could stop there in its analysis. 175 A dissent, joined by the Chief Judge, argued that the analysis should have started with the factual/uncontroversial inquiry: "where, as here, the parties disagree about the veracity of compelled speech, the court should begin by asking whether the government's message is objectively true." 176 The dissenters concluded that the sugar-sweetened beverage warning was not "objectively true" because it used the word "diabetes," and though sugar consumption has been linked to the development of type 2 diabetes, the causes of type 1 diabetes are unknown. 177

In Evergreen Association, the Second Circuit also suggested that contested information is controversial. 178 In a decision enjoining the disclosure that "the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene encourages women who are or who may be pregnant to consult with a licensed provider," the Second Circuit wrote: "It may be the case that most, if not all, pregnancy services centers would agree that pregnant women should see a doctor. That decision, however, as this litigation demonstrates, is a public issue subject to dispute." 179 Because a litigant challenged the idea that pregnant women should consult a doctor, the court labeled the idea disputed—and described it, a few sentences later, as a "contested public issue." 180 The challenger's decision to dispute the disclosure was the factor driving its First Amendment treatment. 181

On this reasoning, litigation itself becomes a process to transform a disclosure into a contested public issue. 182 The maneuver imports into the doctrine the idea that

172. Am. Beverage Ass'n v. City & Cty. of S.F. (ABA 2019), 916 F.3d 749 (9th Cir. 2019).
173. Id. at 756 ("The Zauderer test, as applied in NIFLA, contains three inquiries: whether the notice is (1) purely factual, (2) noncontroversial, and (3) not unjustified or unduly burdensome.").
174. Id. at 757.
175. Id. ("We need not, and therefore do not, decide whether the warning here is factually accurate and noncontroversial.").
176. Id. at 765 (Christen, J., concurring).
177. Id. at 765–67.
178. Evergreen Ass'n v. City of New York, 740 F.3d 233 (2d Cir. 2014).
179. Id. at 250.
180. Id. at 250–51.
181. The Second Circuit held that this disclosure mandate, and two others, were not commercial speech. Even so, in the course of applying intermediate and strict scrutiny to the disclosure mandates, it analyzed their controversiality. Separately, the court concluded that if the disclosure mandates were commercial speech, they were not "uncontroversial," and thus Zauderer would not apply. Id. at 245 n.6.
182. But see Grocery Mfrs. Ass'n v. Sorrell, 102 F. Supp. 3d 583, 622 (D. Vt. 2015) ("[O]bjection and opposition, no matter however vehement, do not, without more, convert a disclosure requirement about a food product into a political statement.").
contestation is as powerful a signal of information value as the underlying merits. As a federal court put it in a 2016 product warning case:

A "controversy" cannot be created any time there is a disagreement between the parties because Zauderer would never apply, especially where there are health and safety risks, which invariably are dependent in some degree on the current state of science and research. A "controversy" cannot automatically be deemed created any time there is a disagreement about the science behind a warning because science is almost always debatable at some level (e.g., even if there is agreement that there is a safety issue, there is likely disagreement about at what point a safety concern is fairly implicated).[183]

Notably, in Janus v. AFSCME in 2018, Justice Alito’s majority opinion made a point of listing "controversial subjects" such as "climate change[,] . . . sexual orientation and gender identity, [and] evolution," all topics of extensive scientific research and consensus.[184] Whatever Zauderer means, it cannot be that compelled speech is fatally "controversial" because an unwilling speaker targeted by a disclosure law says the speech is controversial.

It is particularly interesting that the message enjoined in Evergreen Association merely advised pregnant women to “consult with” additional, credible sources of information (licensed physicians).[185] The purpose of the city ordinance was to encourage information seeking by pregnant women, without regard to political ideology. Yet the court suggested that the City could not constitutionally require a health clinic to post a sign encouraging information seeking because the whole subject of women’s reproductive health is a public issue and thus controversial.[186] In the similar disclosure mandate at issue in NIFLA v. Becerra, the disclosure message also merely encouraged information seeking.[187] There was no inquiry into speech chilling, the deterrence of other protected interests, or the expression of ideology or viewpoint; the disclosure’s relation to a hotly contested public issue sufficed to defeat it.

185. Evergreen Ass’n, 740 F.3d at 250.
186. In Massachusetts Association of Private Career Schools v. Healey, a federal district court engaged in fine-grained analysis of four separate disclosure mandates to determine whether each was uncontroversial. 159 F. Supp. 3d 173, 197 (D. Mass 2016). For example, the plaintiff challenged the application of Zauderer to a disclosure that “[f]ailure to repay student loans is likely to have a serious negative effect on your . . . future earnings.” Id. The court found the disclosure was appropriate for Zauderer review, observing that it “does not appear to be a controversial proposition.” Id. It went on to apply Zauderer review to two of the other three disclosure mandates, but rejected Zauderer review for a disclosure it found to be partially false, which the court contended made it “not a factual disclosure.” Id. at 200.
IV. POST-TRUTH VALUES

Why is this post-truth, or even problematic? In short, by treating controversiality as a problem per se, the Zauderer approach calibrates the flow of disclosure information based purely on how that information will affect its audience, and in reverse—constricting the flow of useful information on matters of the highest public interest. If the Zauderer framework did this incidentally while protecting other constitutional interests—privacy rights, expressive interests, the right against self-incrimination, etc.—it might be justified. However, courts applying controversiality tests are not primarily concerned with rights-deterrence; they are concerned about the impact of the information. Implicit in this concern is the idea that some information is uniquely dangerous or subversive in its effects. Where information might upset the status quo, "controversiality" tests work to keep people in the dark.

A. The Problem of Speech Chilling

There are valid reasons to raise concerns about government-mandated disclosure of controversial information. One is that forcing speakers to reveal facts about themselves on controversial subjects might chill protected First Amendment activity. Speakers may speak less, or speak differently, if they understand that certain voluntary speech acts will cause them to have to reveal controversial information about themselves that could subject them to public censure or embarrassment. Two important First Amendment cases reveal the relationship between controversiality, speech chilling, and free expression. They are NAACP v. Alabama ex rel. Patterson and McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Commission.

NAACP v. Alabama was a civil-rights-era case in which Alabama sought to compel the NAACP, a nonprofit corporation, to disclose the identities of its members. The Supreme Court threw out Alabama’s compelled disclosure on First Amendment grounds. The Court’s primary concern was the substantial burden it said the disclosure mandate placed on the NAACP’s members’ exercise of rights: the likelihood that it would “induce members to withdraw from the Association and dissuade others from joining it because of fear of exposure of their beliefs . . . and of the consequences of this exposure.” Those consequences included “economic reprisal, loss of employment, threat of physical coercion, and other manifestations of

188. In Healey, a federal court found that a mandated disclosure was false for some speakers and observed that “if a disclosure . . . compels false speech, it can act as a speech restriction. Specifically, if a speaker is faced with a choice between including a false disclosure in an advertisement and not advertising at all, he may choose not to speak.” 159 F. Supp. 3d at 206.
191. Patterson, 357 U.S. at 462.
192. Id. at 463. After concluding that the burden on the NAACP’s members’ rights was substantial, the Court found that “Alabama has fallen short of showing a controlling justification for the deterrent effect” of the disclosure mandate on those rights. Id. at 466.
public hostility.”

Alabama’s interest in obtaining the disclosure did not justify the “deterrent effect” the disclosure would have on the NAACP’s members’ exercise of their right of association. The Court used the word “controversial” only once, in a statement that verified the importance of that associational right.

*McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Commission* addressed a disclosure law targeting an individual rather than an organization. Margaret McIntyre had distributed leaflets at a local town meeting, expressing her opposition to a proposed school tax levy. She was charged with violating a provision of Ohio state law that required such leaflets to identify the person who created them and fined $100. In discussing why the law violated Mrs. McIntyre’s First Amendment rights, the Supreme Court described the disclosure mandate as particularly “intrusive” because it “reveals unmistakably the content of her thoughts on a controversial issue.”

The Court discussed how the political leaflet was more “personal” and “provocative” than a political contribution of money, noting that “when money supports an unpopular viewpoint it is less likely to precipitate retaliation.” In its conclusion, the Court underscored this point using strong language, observing that anonymous pamphleteering “exemplifies the purpose behind the Bill of Rights, and of the First Amendment in particular: to protect unpopular individuals from retaliation—and their ideas from suppression—at the hand of an intolerant society.”

In the Supreme Court’s analysis, the fact that her leaflet addressed a “controversial” issue—a political matter that would be decided by an election—was relevant because the Court worried that Mrs. McIntyre’s speech required protection from a real threat of reprisal. In the Court’s use, “controversial” meant something closer to the dictionary definition: *not related to* a public controversy, but *causing controversy, or provocating.*

However, what was provocative about the pamphlet was Mrs. McIntyre’s views about the tax levy, not the disclosure mandated by Ohio law. The Court was not concerned about the controversiality of the disclosure; it was worried that the disclosure would identify her as the author of a controversial pamphlet. The disclosure of her identity would have made her a target for retaliation, thus increasing the likelihood that she would choose, ex ante, not to speak at all.

These two important cases show that serious concerns exist when a disclosure mandate threatens to chill an individual’s protected First Amendment activity. In *NAACP v. Alabama*, the individuals were NAACP members who were exercising their First Amendment rights to association; in *McIntyre*, it was Mrs. McIntyre.
herself who was engaged in protected First Amendment expression about an upcoming election.

In Zauderer's progeny, courts' concern with controversiality, but not rights-deterrence, reveals a potential shift in doctrine. It is significant that the effects that concern courts are not chilling effects on speakers, but influence effects on information recipients. Perhaps this is because the Supreme Court has characterized the chilling effect on an organizational speaker as relatively weak. Unlike individuals, corporations and health clinics do not feel emotions like embarrassment or shame; they can be economically intimidated, but not physically intimidated. Consequently, they are less likely than individuals to have their First Amendment activity chilled by certain types of mandatory disclosure. In these cases, courts' analyses reflect a subtle post-truth concern about information's potentially subversive effects.

B. The Problem of Ideology

There is a second reason to question state-mandated disclosure of controversial information: the State might mandate disclosure to advance a contested ideological agenda. However, improper state motives cannot be effectively policed by treating all information related to public debate as exempt (or nearly exempt) from compelled disclosure. For example, a law that required anti-vaxxers to publicly disclose the name of their health insurance companies should be constitutionally suspect, but not because vaccines and health insurance are "controversial" subjects. Instead, a court could conclude that the State was singling anti-vaxxers out for different treatment to embarrass them.

It is possible, too, that the State could use disclosure to "impose its own message in the place of individual speech, thought, and expression," or to "prescribe what

202. Cf. Cent. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 447 U.S. 557, 564 n.6 (1980) ("Commercial speech, the offspring of economic self-interest, is a hardy breed of expression that is not "particularly susceptible to being crushed by overbroad regulation.")"). Business managers do feel emotions like embarrassment and anxiety. In rare circumstances, a company's manager might worry that a disclosure would reflect negatively on him or her personally, causing the manager psychological distress. However, organizations can structure their decision-making processes to reduce the ability of managers to pursue self-interested strategies. Because organizations can and should do this, the danger that a manager's individual anxiety would chill the organization's speech is low.

203. See, e.g., Turner Broad. Sys., Inc. v. FCC, 512 U.S. 622, 641 (1994) ("Laws of this sort pose the inherent risk that the Government seeks not to advance a legitimate regulatory goal, but to suppress unpopular ideas or information or manipulate the public debate through coercion rather than persuasion.").

204. If controversiality was the determining factor, the State could not mandate any contested disclosures related to vaccines without satisfying a higher level of scrutiny.


shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion, or other matters of opinion.\textsuperscript{207} This is the problem addressed in cases like \textit{West Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette}, which held that schools may not force school children to recite the Pledge of Allegiance.\textsuperscript{208}

By creating a lax standard of scrutiny for disclosures that it labeled "purely factual and uncontroversial," the Supreme Court may have really intended to preserve strict scrutiny for disclosures that cause the speaker to affirm an ideological message. However, "purely factual and uncontroversial" does not mean "nonideological," and the proliferation of post-\textit{Zauderer} controversiality tests demonstrates the danger of substituting the former for the latter. A subject becomes "controversial" when someone controverts it, but a statement does not become "ideological" because someone says it is. In his concurrence in \textit{NIFLA v. Becerra}, Justice Kennedy wrote that forcing crisis pregnancy centers to inform patients that state-funded abortions are available to eligible women "compels individuals to contradict their most deeply held beliefs."\textsuperscript{209} This is seriously wrong. A person can speak "about" something without endorsing it. Kennedy's logic is not just strained; it requires enforced silence on a range of subjects—imposing consequences only on those who, by the misfortune of their role in our political economy, are Information Have-Nots.

Compelled ideological speech is objectionable because it gives the State an authoritarian upper hand in political discourse and because, as Caroline Mala Corbin puts it, it "intrude[s] upon the speaker's autonomy and dignity."\textsuperscript{210} Yet the autonomy and dignity interests of organizational speakers, particularly the commercial actors so successful at leveraging information asymmetries into profit, are—if they exist at all—less pronounced and vital than the autonomy and dignity interests of individual humans. Because this is true, in close cases, courts cannot justify privileging the right of a commercial actor to not mention a subject over the rights of human actors to experience autonomy and dignity through free and informed decision-making.

Thus, courts \textit{should} care about controversiality—but only insofar as it tells them something about the capacity of a disclosure to chill speech or to deter the exercise of similarly important rights. The problem with the \textit{Zauderer} doctrine is that it has been interpreted in a way that divorces valid constitutional concerns about rights-deterrence from doctrinal tests about a disclosure's power to shape public opinion. State action that deters the exercise of constitutional rights is a problem of constitutional dimension; compelled disclosure of "controversial" information is not.

\begin{flushleft}
\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{208} Id.
\textsuperscript{209} 138 S. Ct. at 2379 (Kennedy, J., concurring).
\textsuperscript{210} Caroline Mala Corbin, \textit{Compelled Disclosures}, 65 A.L.A. L. REV. 1277, 1293 (2014); \textit{see also} id. at 1298 ("A person cannot be said to be autonomous in body if forced to speak when she would rather stay silent. Nor is she autonomous in thought if forced to state a belief with which she disagrees. This insult to the speaker's dignity is compounded if listeners misattribute the government's opinion to the speaker.").
\end{flushleft}
C. The Value of Controversial Information

There is a strong argument that “controversial” information is not at the margins of compelled speech, but at its heart. After all, controversial information—information that sheds light on a subject people care about—has a high value to individuals and society. Courts have applied the controversial label to disclosures related to trade in a war zone, health risks of glyphosate, an herbicide, reproductive health services, radiofrequency energy exposure from cell phones, allegations of labor law violations, the health risks of cigarettes and sugar-sweetened beverages. It is precisely in debates on subjects like these that citizens need information—and where, if information is not available, they are likely to make choices that are self-defeating rather than self-actualizing. One could argue that controversial information should be the easiest to compel, not the most difficult—assuming that speaker interests and the risk of speech chilling are the same.

Some courts, drawing on the Alternative Facts Thesis, have suggested that “controversial” information under Zauderer is information that might be false because someone has contested it. Contestation should be a starting point, however, not an end point. Citizens need access to contested information and to the arguments about it to evaluate it. To conclude that contested information must be exempt from disclosure is to capitulate to one of post-truthism’s most potent normative arguments.

213. See Nat’l Ass’n of Wheat Growers v. Zeise, 309 F. Supp. 3d 842, 852 (E.D. Cal. 2018) (“[T]he required warning for glyphosate does not appear to be factually accurate and uncontroversial because it conveys the message that glyphosate’s carcinogenicity is an undisputed fact when almost all other regulators have concluded that there is insufficient evidence that [it] causes cancer.”).
214. See Evergreen Ass’n v. City of New York, 740 F.3d 233 (2d Cir. 2014).
215. See CTIA–Wireless Ass’n v. City & Cty. of S.F., 494 F. App’x 752, 753–54 (9th Cir. 2012).
218. See Am. Beverage Ass’n v. City & Cty. of S.F. (ABA 2017), 871 F.3d 884 (9th Cir. 2017).
219. See, e.g., McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Comm’n, 514 U.S. 334, 347 (1995) (“Urgent, important, and effective speech can be no less protected than impotent speech, lest the right to speak be relegated to those instances when it is least needed.”). The Supreme Court “has frequently reaffirmed that speech on public issues occupies the ‘highest rung of the hierarchy of First Amendment values,’ and is entitled to special protection.” Connick v. Myers, 461 U.S. 138, 145 (1983) (citing NAACP v. Claiborne Hardware Co., 458 U.S. 886, 913 (1982)).
220. See supra notes 151–73 and accompanying text.
Robert C. Post has written persuasively that the "fundamental purpose" of the First Amendment is to "protect[] the processes of opinion formation that are necessary for democratic self-governance." In political contests between Information Haves and Have-Nots, compelled speech becomes one of the "communicative processes" that is necessary for opinion formation. Post-truthism offers something of a competing view—an idea of opinion formation in which whole types of decision-making are invalid. Information-forcing laws passed by democratically accountable legislatures should be understood as part of the communicative processes that produce self-government. So long as disclosure mandates do not infringe other, important constitutional interests, they reflect the valid informational demands of an active citizenry.

The First Amendment is commonly understood to promote a robust "marketplace of ideas" in which citizens can obtain the widest possible exposure to ideas and information. In the marketplace of ideas, listeners benefit from exposure to lots of information and arguments—the more the better. Because individual listeners will weigh and compare conflicting claims, according to the marketplace theory, the best ideas will rise to the top. Thus, in a marketplace of ideas, more facts are beneficial, and government filtering is incompatible with an "uninhibited marketplace of ideas in which truth will ultimately prevail."

The marketplace metaphor assumes that the "best" ideas will prevail because citizens will prefer them, and it leaves questions about how individual citizens will value and process information to the individual. That is, the metaphor—and the First Amendment itself—advances no particular normative views about how individuals should process or rely upon information. The marketplace of ideas metaphor trusts information end users to freely and competently make use of information. It is a challenge to the traditional marketplace metaphor to suggest, as post-truthism does, that only certain kinds of decision-making are valid.

The notion that contested information is not trustworthy—a post-truth idea that was described with the label the "Alternative Fact Thesis" in Part II—also conflicts with the marketplace of ideas metaphor. The marketplace metaphor places high value

221. Post, supra note 60, at 487.
222. See Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919) ("[T]he best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the market."). Robert Post disagrees that "fostering a marketplace of ideas" is a purpose or goal of the First Amendment, "because new knowledge cannot be created without the concomitant power to judge ideas as true or false, as better or worse." Post, supra note 60, at 487. However, where a democratically accountable legislature expresses the informational interests of citizens by enacting a disclosure law, the State is not judging ideas or information; it is protecting the processes of opinion formation.
on contestation, and the idea of citizens sifting and evaluating competing claims. In the marketplace of ideas, contestation is to be expected and is a good thing; only through robust contestation can the truth be known.\textsuperscript{225} In contrast, post-truthism asserts that when a fact is contested, it loses value—there is no point in engaging in a labor-intensive process to investigate that fact because more information will only make the inquiry murkier. Thus, the marketplace metaphor treats contestation as a cognitive call to arms, while post-truthism views it as a reason to stand down and wait for orders. A post-truth marketplace of ideas would bear little resemblance to the marketplace of ideas we have been taught to revere.

Calibrating levels of scrutiny to disfavor “controversial” disclosures also invokes dangers of governmental bias and filtering.\textsuperscript{226} And here too post-truthism offers some insights. First Amendment law treats content-based speech restrictions with suspicion because of the danger of government censorship or favoritism toward particular ideas.\textsuperscript{227} As Justice Scalia once explained, content-based regulation of speech lends itself to use for “invidious, thought-control purposes.”\textsuperscript{228} Justice Alito has written that content-based laws “present, albeit sometimes in a subtler form, the same dangers as laws that regulate speech based on viewpoint. Limiting speech based on its ‘topic’ or ‘subject’ favors those who do not want to disturb the status quo. Such regulations may interfere with democratic self-government and the search for truth.”\textsuperscript{229}

The same concerns are raised when speech is regulated on the basis of “controversiality.” If the State limits disclosure to only noncontroversial topics, this has the effect of favoring the status quo. In such a scenario, one of the political branches has created an information-forcing rule precisely because the introduction of new information is expected to do important work—to shake up the status quo, to remedy an information asymmetry, to shed light on a problem. (Whether the disclosure actually accomplishes these things in the end depends on the decisions of numerous information end users, all acting autonomously, and involves no government compulsion.) Heightened review makes it harder for the disclosure to reach the public, and unless the heightened review is justified by other significant constitutional interests, controversy tests invoke the concerns expressed by Justices Scalia and Alito.

The Supreme Court has long interpreted the First Amendment to promote the free exchange of information, with attention to the value of information to its recipients. The Court’s attention to informational value is premised on the view that listener

\textsuperscript{225} Although he views “participating in the formation of public opinion” as self-governance rather than truth-seeking, Robert Post recognizes it as “a form of communicative action.” Post, supra note 60, at 483.

\textsuperscript{226} See Reed, 135 S. Ct. at 2231 (“[A] speech regulation is content based if the law applies to particular speech because of the topic discussed or the idea or message expressed.”).

\textsuperscript{227} See id. at 2226 (quoting Police Dep’t of Chicago v. Mosley, 408 U.S. 92, 95 (1972)) (stating that the government “has no power to restrict expression because of its message, its ideas, its subject matter, or its content”).


\textsuperscript{229} Reed, 135 S. Ct. at 2233 (Alito, J., concurring).
interests matter: the more valuable information potentially is to its recipients, the
more significant its role in individual self-fulfillment, truth-seeking, and democratic
decision-making, and thus the higher the bar for the State to restrict the information’s
flow. This was the rationale for providing intermediate protection to commercial
speech, for example. Thus, when the government restricts speech, the value of the
information to its audience is part of the constitutional analysis—and not just the fact
of its value, but the degree of its value.

The Zauderer framework turns this logic on its head. By reverse calibrating the
constitutionality of a disclosure mandate to the likelihood that recipients will be
influenced or moved to action in a public dispute, it powerfully shapes the
constitutional law of information-forcing. Fundamentally, this is information
regulation in service to political and economic power: it is protective of the status
quo and of existing power structures that create Informational Haves and Have-Not.
What is lurking in the background of these cases is a fear that a disclosure itself will
be destabilizing or will upset the status quo against a speaker’s interests.

V. BEYOND COMMERCIAL SPEECH

Part III described how Zauderer works in cases involving commercial speech.
Through the development of legal tests that make levels of scrutiny contingent on
the “controversial” quality of information, commercial compelled speech has
become a potential vector for post-truth information regulation. Yet judicial inquiry
into the controversiality of compelled speech has not been limited to commercial
speech. In a more ad hoc development of First Amendment law, some courts have
also increased scrutiny for mandatory disclosure of “controversial” information
outside the commercial speech category. Zauderer’s concern for controversiality
has begun to migrate to other compelled speech cases, where it remains true to form:
uncontroversial disclosures get more lax review, and controversial disclosures
receive a heightened form of scrutiny.

In the paragraphs that follow, I detail two such cases. In Associated Builders &
Contractors of Southeast Texas v. Rung, in 2016, a federal district court enjoined a
requirement that contractors soliciting federal government contracts publicly
disclose information about court cases, settlements, arbitrations, and administrative

2010) (noting that the First Amendment’s protection of speech has “been thought to serve
three principal values: advancing knowledge and ‘truth’ in the ‘marketplace of ideas,’
facilitating representative democracy and self-government, and promoting individual
autonomy, self-expression and self-fulfillment”).

important, and effective speech can be no less protected than impotent speech, lest the right
to speak be relegated to those instances when it is least needed.”).

232. See Greater Balt. Ctr. for Pregnancy Concerns, Inc. v. Mayor of Balt., No. MJG-10-
waiting room sign because it would “introduce” a “topic” the court identified as “sensitive and
morally-laden”); see also Disc. Tobacco City & Lottery, Inc. v. United States, 674 F.3d 509,
525–26 (6th Cir. 2012).
merits determinations in which they were charged with violating a labor law.\textsuperscript{233} The court applied strict scrutiny.\textsuperscript{234} In \textit{Evergreen Association v. City of New York}, in 2014, the Second Circuit held that mandatory disclosures required of crisis pregnancy clinics violated the First Amendment, applying either intermediate or strict scrutiny.\textsuperscript{235}

In each case, although the court did not apply \textit{Zauderer}, it discussed the controversiality of the disclosure and its subversive informational effects on recipients. In neither case did the court look for evidence that the disclosure would have a deterrent effect on someone's exercise of a constitutionally protected right. The Texas federal court did not suggest that government contractors might cease soliciting contracts if they were forced to disclose charges of labor law violations, nor is that particularly likely. The Second Circuit did not suggest that crisis pregnancy clinics would shut their doors if they had to post signs listing the medical services they offer—nor would we expect them to. Both courts, however, discussed the uses to which recipients would put the disclosure information, parsing listener interests that, as a result of the courts' holdings, will go unsatisfied.

\textbf{A. Associated Builders & Contractors of Southeast Texas v. Rung}

In late 2016, a federal court in Texas enjoined the Contractor Fair Pay Rule, a public disclosure mandate that required contractors soliciting federal government contracts valued at more than $500,000 to publicly disclose information about court cases, settlements, arbitrations, and administrative merits determinations in which they were charged with violating a labor law.\textsuperscript{236} Two things are noteworthy about the case.

First, although the court did not apply \textit{Zauderer}, its analysis focused meaningfully on the "controversial" nature of the information to be disclosed. Citing \textit{NAM v. SEC}, the court stated that the Contractor Fair Pay Rule compelled contractors to "'publicly condemn' themselves" by disclosing "controversial" information about alleged labor law violations.\textsuperscript{237} It deemed allegations in administrative merits determinations "certainly controversial in nature," apparently because administrative proceedings are adversary proceedings.\textsuperscript{238}

Second, the court expressed particular concern about the potential influence of the disclosures on recipients. The court worried that contractors subject to the disclosure

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{234} \textit{Id.} (determining that the disclosure requirement "must be preliminarily enjoined to prevent irreparable harm to Plaintiffs' members from compelled speech that is not narrowly tailored to achieve any compelling government interest").
  \item \textsuperscript{235} \textit{Evergreen Ass'n v. City of New York}, 740 F.3d 233 (2d Cir. 2014).
  \item \textsuperscript{236} \textit{Associated Builders}, 2016 WL 8188655, at *9.
  \item \textsuperscript{237} \textit{Id.} at *10 (citing Nat'l Ass'n of Mfrs. v. SEC (NAM 2015), 800 F.3d 518, 529 (D.C. Cir. 2015)).
  \item \textsuperscript{238} \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
mandate would be prejudiced because recipients would act on the information. 239 The court fretted that companies’

public reports of alleged violations may be used by their competitors and adversaries to gain competitive advantage over [them] . . . [a]nd they will likely suffer increased costs, loss of customers, and loss of goodwill, regardless of whether they are actually disqualified from government contracts, by being labeled labor law violators. 240

Of course these are likely to occur—it is reasonable to assume that a range of audiences will be influenced by information that a company has repeatedly been accused of violating labor laws. Some of the information—disclosures about court cases and administrative actions, for example—is a matter of public record anyway, though this information is not routinely communicated directly by companies to customers or employees.

The court objected that the disclosures “may prove not to be factual at all” if subsequent judicial or administrative procedures resolved the matter in the contractor’s favor, 241 but the court’s strained interpretation of the word “factual”—one’s status as a party in a legal or administrative proceeding is a matter of simple fact—highlighted the court’s choice to treat the disclosures as sensitive because of the interest they might generate. If the court’s concern were genuine, it could have enjoined only the parts of the rule that required disclosure of violations that were not yet finally resolved, but instead it enjoined the whole disclosure mandate. The whole rule, it concluded, was not “factual,” and was problematically “controversial.” 242

B. Evergreen Association v. City of New York

In Evergreen Association v. City of New York, the Second Circuit addressed mandatory disclosures by health clinics to patients. 243 A New York City law compelled certain health clinics to disclose two kinds of information about themselves: (1) whether they had “a licensed medical provider on staff,” and (2) whether they provided certain medical services. 244 In addition, the law required

239. Id. at *14.
240. Id.
241. Id. at *10.
242. Id. at *11.
243. 740 F.3d 233 (2d Cir. 2014). The disclosure mandates applied to certain clinics defined under the law as “pregnancy services centers,” and required disclosures to be posted “at [the clinics’] entrances and waiting rooms, on advertisements, and during telephone conversations.” Id. at 238. In this appeal, the Second Circuit reviewed the district court’s grant of a preliminary injunction of the law. Ultimately, the Second Circuit affirmed the injunction as to two of three disclosure provisions, but held that the plaintiffs had not demonstrated a likelihood of success for one of the three disclosure provisions and vacated the injunction as to that disclosure. Id.
244. Id. at 238. Specifically, the law required the clinics to disclose “whether or not they ‘provide or provide referrals for abortion,’ ‘emergency contraception,’ or ‘prenatal care.’” The Second Circuit labeled this the “Services Disclosure.” Id.
disclosers to post a message: “that the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene encourages women who are or who may be pregnant to consult with a licensed provider.”

The City argued that the disclosure mandates were commercial disclosures and thus subject to, at most, intermediate review under *Central Hudson*. The clinics argued that strict scrutiny applied. The Second Circuit declined to decide the issue and evaluated each type of disclosure under both strict and intermediate scrutiny. It held that plaintiffs were unlikely to succeed on their First Amendment claim challenging the disclosure about licensed medical personnel on staff, but that the other two disclosure requirements likely violated the First Amendment.

The court did not apply *Zauderer*, and it started its analysis with the conclusion that the City’s interest in mandating the disclosures was compelling, satisfying even strict scrutiny. This focused the analysis on whether the disclosures were sufficiently tailored to the City’s interest. In its discussion of tailoring, the court repeatedly expressed the view that the two problematic disclosures were “controversial.” The “Services Disclosure” overburdened the clinics’ speech, the court wrote, because it “mandates discussion of controversial political topics.” The disclosure would be made in the context of “a public debate over the morality and efficacy of contraception and abortion,” the court continued, explaining that this—the existence of a public debate—transformed the waiting room communication into “political” disclosure. The “Government Message” likewise communicated information that was controversial, the court explained, because whether “pregnant women should see a doctor” is “a public issue subject to dispute,” “a contested public issue,” and a “matter[] of public concern.” Essentially, the Second Circuit held that these two disclosures failed narrow tailoring in significant part because they required the clinics to publish controversial information (i.e., information that related to a public controversy).

245. *Id.*
246. *Id.* at 245.
247. *Id.* at 244.
248. *Id.* at 245–51. Although the Second Circuit declined to decide whether intermediate or strict scrutiny applied, it consistently described the disclosures as directed at “consumers” and serving commercial purposes, which should have led it to treat them as commercial disclosures. See, e.g., *Id.* at 248–49. The district court had applied strict scrutiny. *Id.* at 246.
249. *Id.* at 245 (“[U]nder either level of review, the Government Message and Services Disclosure fail review while the Status Disclosure survives.”).
250. *Id.* at 246. The court wrote that the City’s compelling interest was “to inform consumers about the services they will receive from pregnancy services centers in order to prevent delays in access to reproductive health services.” *Id.*
251. *Id.* at 250.
252. *Id.* at 249.
253. *Id.* at 250.
254. *Id.*
What these two cases show is how easily the logic of "controversiality" testing can migrate outside the _Zauderer_ context. In these cases, the "controversial" nature of the disclosures did not have the effect of chilling the disclosers' expression, and it did not reveal efforts by the State to advance an ideological agenda. In neither case did the court spend much time worrying about those sorts of deprivations of speaker rights, either. Instead, controversiality was treated as a problem itself. Yet controversiality, standing alone, is hardly problematic. And insofar as it indicates that listeners might be particularly interested in the information or the topic it informs, that fact should cut in favor of disclosure, not against it.

### VI. POSTSCRIPT: A GOVERNMENT-FILTERING PREFERENCE

After a court assigns a level of scrutiny to a challenged disclosure mandate, it assesses the governmental interest and finally turns to narrow tailoring. In a handful of cases, federal courts have suggested that to satisfy narrow-tailoring analysis, a mandate must or should be designed so that the State _itself_ conveys controversial information to the public. These courts imply that speaker burdens can be reduced by substituting the State for a private actor as the channel of private-actor disclosure to the public—and that, at higher levels of scrutiny, the First Amendment may require such a shift.

Although the "government-filtering preference" is mildly protective of speakers' interests, it is deeply damaging to listener interests and to the values that sustain democratic self-government. Thus, although few courts are currently enforcing the preference as a matter of First Amendment law, the expression of the preference by some courts is a major red flag about how compelled speech doctrinal mechanisms can be co-opted to produce post-truth regulatory outcomes and to subvert core First Amendment values.

#### A. Speech Restrictions and Fit

Courts commonly apply "less restrictive means analysis" to laws that _limit_ speech. Here, the idea is that the State should restrict as little speech as possible while pursuing appropriate regulatory interests. For strict scrutiny, narrow tailoring requires that a speech regulation use the least restrictive means necessary to achieve

---

255. _See, e.g., Am. Meat Inst. v. United States Dep't of Agric., 760 F.3d 18, 44–45 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (en banc) (requirement that a regulation "be no more extensive than is necessary to serve" the State's substantial interest under intermediate scrutiny "applies not only to speech restrictions but also to compelled speech"); Eugene Volokh, _Freedom of Speech, Permissible Tailoring and Transcending Strict Scrutiny_, 144 U. PA. L. REV. 2417, 2422 (1996) ("A law is not narrowly tailored if there are less speech-restrictive means available that would serve the interest essentially as well as would the speech restriction.").
a compelling governmental interest. Intermediate scrutiny involves a similar but less rigorous tailoring analysis. In *Lorillard Tobacco Co. v. Reilly*, for example, the Supreme Court threw out tobacco advertising restrictions because they were not sufficiently tailored. The Court specifically identified state-sponsored disclosure as a less restrictive means of achieving the State's interest—reducing tobacco use among children—observing that "if [the State's] concern is that tobacco advertising communicates a message with which it disagrees, it could seek to counteract that message with 'more speech, not enforced silence.'" Essentially, the Supreme Court held that the State could not pursue a compelling interest through the restriction of private-actor speech if the State could achieve the same interest through its own information campaign.

Since deciding *Lorillard Tobacco* in 2001, the Supreme Court has not again suggested that a law restricting a private actor's speech may violate the First Amendment if a state education campaign could achieve a similar informational outcome. However, in a variation on this logic, lower courts have sometimes invalidated a speech ban where the state interest justifying the restriction of speech could have been achieved with a disclosure by the same speaker. Both *Lorillard Tobacco* and these follow-on cases suggest that, where possible, disclosure laws (including state-sponsored information campaigns) must be used instead of speech bans to pursue a compelling governmental interest.

When the challenged law compels speech, however, the logic of these trade-offs gets more complicated.

---


257. See, e.g., Cent. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Comm'n of N.Y., 447 U.S. 557, 564 (1980) ("[I]f the governmental interest could be served as well by a more limited restriction on commercial speech, the excessive restrictions cannot survive."); Safelite Grp., Inc. v. Jepsen, 764 F.3d 258, 265 (2d Cir. 2014) (quoting Clear Channel Outdoor, Inc. v. City of New York, 594 F.3d 94, 104 (2d Cir. 2010)) ("The dictates of *Central Hudson* do not require [a government] to adopt the least restrictive means of advancing its asserted interests, nor 'that there be no conceivable alternative, but only that the regulation not burden substantially more speech than is necessary to further the government's legitimate interests.'"); Matthew D. Bunker & Emily Erickson, *The Jurisprudence of Precision: Contrast Space and Narrow Tailoring in First Amendment Doctrine*, 6 COMM. L. & POL'Y 259, 264–65 (2001) (describing tailoring analysis in strict and intermediate scrutiny).


259. Id. (quoting Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357, 377 (1927) (Brandeis, J., concurring)).

260. See, e.g., Alexander v. Cahill, 598 F.3d 79, 96 (2d Cir. 2010) (holding that advertising ban failed narrow tailoring where the government's interest could have been achieved by means of disclosure); Rubenstein v. Florida Bar, 72 F. Supp. 3d 1298, 1318 (S.D. Fla. 2014) (holding that restriction on the use of past results in attorney advertising was more extensive than necessary where "a disclaimer, or required language" could have been used).
B. Compelled Speech and Fit

If the First Amendment sometimes requires a State to achieve an interest through compelled speech rather than restriction of speech, does it follow that the First Amendment sometimes requires the State to become the discloser? And what if the disclosure information itself originated with—or must be obtained from—the private actor? Does less restrictive means analysis require the State to take on speech responsibilities, or to function as an information intermediary?

Some courts have essentially twisted the logic of *Lorillard Tobacco* to reach this end. They assert that disclosure of certain information by the State is preferable to mandatory disclosure of the same information by private actors, even if the time, place, and manner of the disclosure will be different. For example, some courts have suggested it is less restrictive for the State to operate a public awareness or educational campaign than to force private actors to communicate the information directly to the public. In 2011, a federal district court in Maryland applying strict scrutiny threw out a crisis pregnancy clinic disclosure encouraging pregnant women to “consult with a licensed health care provider,” asserting that a county government must “post notices . . . in county facilities or launch a public awareness campaign” as a less restrictive alternative. Yet it is not clear that a county public awareness campaign would reach the same women who enter a private health clinic. In addition, since the cost of a public awareness campaign might greatly exceed the cost to clinics of posting a sign, this approach likely increased the overall societal costs of the disclosure.

Most recently, a 5-4 majority of the Supreme Court held that the First Amendment requires a public information campaign instead of mandatory disclosure to satisfy even the less rigorous tailoring analysis of intermediate scrutiny. In *NIFLA v. Becerra*, California’s Reproductive Freedom, Accountability, Comprehensive Care, and Transparency Act required licensed health clinics to disclose to patients that the State offered free and low-cost reproductive health services to eligible women and to provide a phone number to call to check for eligibility. In an opinion striking down the disclosure law on First Amendment grounds, Justice Thomas asserted that California should have pursued its goals through a “public-information campaign” or by “post[ing] the information on public property near crisis pregnancy centers.”

261. *See, e.g.*, Entm’t Software Ass’n v. Blagojevich, 469 F.3d 641, 653 (7th Cir. 2006) (endorsing a “broad educational campaign directed at the public” as less speech restrictive than forcing video game manufacturers to put ratings on packages).

262. *See, e.g.*, Tepeyac v. Montgomery County, 779 F. Supp. 2d 456, 459, 469 n.9 (D. Md. 2011) (stating that the government could “post notices encouraging women to see a doctor in county facilities or launch a public awareness campaign” as a “less restrictive” alternative to requiring crisis pregnancy clinics to post a sign stating “the Montgomery County Health Officer encourages women who are or may be pregnant to consult with a licensed health care provider”).


264. *Id.* at 2368.

265. *Id.* at 2376. It is worth noting that Justice Thomas refused to concede even that
As it happened, California had already tried this and had concluded that it did not work. However, the majority was unmoved. There was no evidence, Justice Thomas wrote, that women were failing to enroll in publicly funded healthcare because they lacked information; instead, women might not “want” the free services, or California might have “spent insufficient resources” on the information campaign. The Court concluded that the disclosure law was not “sufficiently drawn” even under intermediate scrutiny.

Other courts have gone significantly further, suggesting that narrow tailoring is not satisfied unless the State serves as an information intermediary that gathers data from disclosers, synthesizes and analyzes the information, and channels it to the public. For example, in NAM v. SEC, the D.C. Circuit threw out part of the conflict minerals disclosure regime that required companies to disclose information, in SEC filings and on companies’ websites, directly to the public. The D.C. Circuit suggested in dicta that Congress could have devised a “less restrictive” mandate by requiring the government to communicate the same information to the public about each company’s products. That is, the court believed that routing disclosure information about individual companies’ products through a government filter satisfied the First Amendment, but that forcing each company to disclose information about their own products directly to the public did not.

The D.C. Circuit even went so far as to suggest that government-generated disclosure may be superior to discloser-generated disclosure from a listener-focused perspective. The court opined that “a centralized list compiled by the [SEC] in one place may even be more convenient or trustworthy to investors and consumers.” This assertion—that government-filtered speech is “more convenient or trustworthy” to recipients than information from its original source—was as startling when it was written as it is today. In fact, government-filtering of speech and information has long been understood as a constitutional problem, not a solution to a constitutional problem.

Fundamentally, requiring the public to obtain information from the State reduces the value of the information to its recipients. It hardly advances First Amendment values to tell citizens they can obtain information from private companies, but only

“providing low-income women with information about state-sponsored services” was a “substantial” state interest under intermediate scrutiny. Id. at 2367, 2375.

266. Id. at 2376.
267. Id. at 2375. The Court also faulted the disclosure law for being “wildly underinclusive” because it did not require disclosures by other types of clinics that served low-income women. Id. (citing Brown v. Entm’t Merchants Ass’n, 564 U.S. 786, 802 (2011)).
268. See Nat’l Ass’n of Mfrs. v. SEC (NAM 2014), 748 F.3d 359 (D.C. Cir. 2014) aff’d, 800 F.3d 518 (2015); see also Riley v. Nat’l Fed’n of the Blind, 487 U.S. 781, 800 (1988) (observing that the First Amendment problem might be solved by requiring the discloser to make disclosures to the State, which the State could communicate to the public).
269. NAM 2014, 748 F.3d 359.
270. Id. at 372.
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so long as the government is the channel of that information, controlling both its content and presentation. One reason is that a system in which citizens must obtain information from a single source raises post-truth concerns. Habituating citizens to obtain controversial information from only one source creates an informational dependency that subverts democratic self-government. It encourages passivity and groupthink.

When the exclusive source of private-sector information is the government itself, however, additional concerns arise. The State is incentivized to shape the information environment in ways that advantage the State, its political actors, and the campaign finance donors who fund them; therefore, state-filtered information is likely to be viewed by citizens as untrustworthy. Many Americans have a basic mistrust of government, and our political culture associates propaganda strongly with state-sponsored speech. Today, with the regulatory state under control of a presidential administration regularly criticized for communicating false and misleading information to the public, a government-filtering rule may go far to compromise the value of the information. If citizens do not trust state-filtered information, the result may be no different than if a court had simply thrown the disclosure mandate out on First Amendment grounds. And just because citizens trust state-filtered information today does not mean they will (or should) trust it tomorrow.

Any information system that treats the State as a primary channel of private actors' information to other private actors gets the balance of First Amendment interests exactly backward: an ecology of dispersed disclosers, each communicating directly with the public, is the First Amendment ideal, even if the disclosers are under compulsion. If we take compelled speech seriously, there are a lot of reasons to prefer an ecology of dispersed speakers. From a speaker's point of view, the ability to contextualize disclosure information through additional speech is powerfully beneficial. From a listener's point of view, it is always better to obtain information from multiple independent sources than from a single source. Importantly, a rule that produces disaggregated

---
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disclosure from multiple speakers better respects individuals' freedom to utilize information as they see fit. As discussed in Part IV, a core premise of the marketplace of ideas is that each citizen possesses the freedom to use whatever decision-making process(es) he or she chooses. For all of these reasons, the significant informational value of disaggregated disclosure offsets the mild First Amendment infringements experienced by speakers in many situations.

In another recent case, two power companies challenged a Long Island town's ordinance requiring hazardous chemical warnings on telephone poles treated with pentachlorophenol, a pesticide that is classified as a probable carcinogen by the Environmental Protection Agency. The District Court for the Eastern District of New York declined to treat the hazardous chemical warnings as commercial disclosures, and the court found they did not survive strict scrutiny. The reason was that the ordinance was not the least restrictive means to educate the public about toxic chemicals in telephone poles. "[T]he parties apparently agree," the court wrote, "that the Town is free to create, distribute, and display at its own expense the exact same warning signs contemplated [in the ordinance] on any and all Town property..." The court failed to note, however, that the warnings told readers to "avoid prolonged direct contact with this pole" and to "wash hands or other exposed areas thoroughly if contact is made"—a warning that was significantly diminished if it was removed from the poles. In other words, the Town could pay to post its own warning signs, but these would likely be less effective at achieving the Town's interest: helping residents protect their health from exposure to carcinogens.

The court's decision to throw out the hazardous chemical warnings on First Amendment grounds illustrated how the government-filtering preference shifts information costs from a private actor to the State. However, it also increases overall disclosure costs. For example, in the case of the conflict minerals disclosure in NAM v. SEC, the D.C. Circuit suggested that the SEC should collect, synthesize, and publish information from numerous companies, which presumably would require it to maintain and update one or more reports over time. This barely saves the companies any money—after all, the companies must still go through a disclosure exercise—but it creates meaningful new and ongoing costs for the SEC. Moreover, by creating new costs
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for the State, the approach also increases the political costs of disclosure. In some cases, government-filtered disclosure may be cost prohibitive for the State, even though it probably would not be cost prohibitive for individual disclosers assuming the pro rata costs associated with their own activity. This means that useful disclosure information will never reach the public. More generally, as the costs of a disclosure mandate rise, the benefits necessary to justify the costs also rise. Particularly where a disclosure’s benefits are intangible or difficult to quantify, such as disclosure of information that advances democratic decision-making rather than consumer choice, a government-filtering preference may discourage regulators from using disclosure as a regulatory tool at all.

This is not meant to suggest that a government-filtering preference has taken hold in courts across the United States. It has not. However, one thing is clear: at the less restrictive means step of First Amendment analysis, some courts are willing to trade away core First Amendment interests to reduce burdens on private speakers. We should recognize this as post-truth because its widespread adoption would compress the information economy, make the State the exclusive source of citizen information on a range of important subjects, discourage individual truth-seeking and democratic self-determination, and limit the availability of information that is important to people for a range of purposes. Courts should reject the government-filtering preference as fundamentally undemocratic.

VII. CONCLUSION

James Madison once wrote that “[a] popular Government, without popular information, or the means of acquiring it, is but a Prologue to a Farce or a Tragedy; or, perhaps both.” Madison’s words, and his recognition that democracy requires citizens to wield information-forcing tools, have stood the test of time.

Pundits will almost certainly continue to argue about post-truthism. Is post-truthism a side product of the internet, a potent antidemocratic tribalism, or the end of our commitment to rationality? Whatever post-truthism is as a political phenomenon, it is most potent as a constitutional problem when First Amendment doctrine calibrates information flows in relation to the disruptive uses to which citizens may put information.

In other words, post-truthism matters in law insofar as constitutional value judgments about decision-making shape the flow of information to end users in ways that reinforce informational power structures. In earlier eras, censorship and speech bans raised serious concerns that we could recognize as implicating post-truth concerns. Such restrictions threatened to create information gaps and to silence particular channels of information, making evidence-based reasoning more difficult and costly. In the current information age, the evolving law of compelled speech poses a new set of post-truth problems for law.

This Article has shown that courts’ use of controversiality tests tends to reverse calibrate information regulation to disclosure’s informative function: the more recipients would value the information in the exercise of their citizenship (i.e., in resolving a matter

subject to public debate), the more likely the First Amendment will prevent the information's disclosure. *Zauderer* sets the constitutional bar higher for information that recipients are likely to value highly and sets the constitutional bar lower for information that recipients are likely to care little about. It gets the First Amendment interests exactly backward.

There are real reasons why the First Amendment might care about whether information subject to mandatory disclosure is controversial. One reason is that forcing certain kinds of speakers to disclose certain kinds of information can lead to reprisal and retaliation against speakers, which might deter speakers' exercise of constitutional rights and interests. Another reason is that, in some cases, the State might use (and has used) compelled speech to force speakers to affirm an ideological viewpoint. Since it is true that ideological viewpoints tend to be controversial, courts might use (and have used) controversiality testing as an overbroad way to quash viewpoint discrimination.

The First Amendment's overarching concern is to encourage the free flow of information on matters of public debate. It is time to consider how information-forcing fits into this scheme and to define limiting principles that promote, and do not undermine, democracy.